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Abstract
This thesis presents theoretical studies of the Kondo effect and related transport properties in topological
insulator systems. The thesis mainly covers two topics: the Kondo effect on the surface of a bulk topological
insulator material and the Kondo effect in a topological insulator quantum dot. Other relevant background
knowledge and theoretical techniques for the transport calculations are also discussed in the thesis.
For the first topic, we investigate the role of magnetic impurities in the transport properties of a three-
dimensional topological insulator’s surface states. First, we combine the second-order perturbation theory
and the Boltzmann transport equation to calculate the magnetically induced resistivity in a topological
insulator. Our result shows a non-perturbative behavior when conduction electrons and magnetic impurities’
spins are antiferromagnetically coupled. The surface resistivity is found to display an oscillatory rather
than isotropic behavior compared to the conventional Kondo effect. Both the variational method and
renormalization group (RG) analysis are employed to compute the Kondo temperature, through which the
non-perturbative behavior is confirmed. We further study the RG flows and demonstrate that the RG
trajectories eventually flow into a strong coupling regime if the coupling is antiferromagnetic. This work
is motivated by the recent transport experiments, in which surface currents were detected in topological
insulators. The calculation is shown to be qualitatively consistent with the low temperature dip observed in
the experimental R− T curve, and it might be one of the possible origins of the dip.
For the second main topic, we investigate theoretically the nonequilibrium transport properties of a
topological insulator quantum dot (TIQD) in the Coulomb blockade and Kondo regime. An Anderson
impurity model is applied to a TIQD system coupled to two external leads, and we show that the model
realizes the spin-orbital Kondo effect at the Dirac point where the edge states are not split by a finite-size
effect, leading to an additional SU(4) symmetry because of the presence of strong mixture among four
internal degrees of freedom. In a more realistic situation where the degeneracy is lifted due to the finite-size
effect, we demonstrate that there is a richer structure in transport measurements. We illustrate a continuous
crossover from four (spin and orbital) Coulomb peaks with large interpair spacing and small intrapair spacing
to a double-peak structure in the local density of states (LDOS) as increasing the hybridization strength
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Γ within the Coulomb blockade regime. When temperature falls below the Kondo temperature TK , four
Kondo peaks show up in the nonequilibrium LDOS. Two of them are located at the chemical potential of
each lead, and the other two are shifted away from the chemical potential by an amount proportional to
the TIQD’s bare energy level, leading to a triple-peak structure in the differential conductance when a bias
voltage is applied.
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Chapter 1
A Brief Introduction to Kondo
Physics
Strongly correlated systems are one of the fascinating growth areas in condensed matter physics in which the
interactions on the microscopic level modify the macroscopic properties of the system. Therefore, strongly
correlated systems play the central role of a vast number of theoretical works in condensed matter physics,
including superconductors, fractional quantum Hall systems, quantum dots and cold atomic gases.
In strongly correlated systems, the interactions between electrons are large compared with their kinetic
energies, giving rise to a quantum state with novel collective properties. The Kondo effect is one of such
collective effects that results from a many body exchange interaction between conduction electrons and a
magnetic impurity’s local spin. The Kondo effect was first observed in dilute magnetic alloys in the early
1930s that the resistivity of a host metal such as Cu with the presence of magnetic impurities reaches a
minimum and then increases as − lnT as decreasing temperature. The first theoretical explanation for that
observation was given by J. Kondo in 1964. Kondo showed that it is the coherent scattering processes
in which the internal spin degrees of freedom of the magnetic impurity and of the scattered electrons are
exchanged that gives rise to logarithmically divergent contributions to the resistivity [1].
The Kondo effect comes to attract physicists’ attention again in recent twenty years due to the ob-
servations of that in quantum dot systems, which are coupled to the external reservoirs of conduction
electrons [2, 3, 4]. When a quantum dot contains an odd number of electrons, the total non-zero spin of the
electron that trapped in the quantum dot serves a similar role as the magnetic impurity in the dilute mag-
netic alloys, leading to the emergence of the Kondo effect in quantum dot systems. The conduction electrons
can tunnel from one reservoir to another due to the presence of the spin-flip processes in the Kondo regime.
This results to a 2e2/h conductance quantum per channel in the linear conductance if the transmission is
perfect. The excellent tunability of experimental parameters such as dot energy levels, charging energy,
coupling strength and etc. makes the study of the Kondo effect in quantum dot systems more appealing.
Even more interestingly, the discovery of a new class of material: topological insulators recently further
stimulates the research of Kondo effect because of the natural spin-orbital entanglement in such topological
insulator systems [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. It broadens the horizon of the study of Kondo effect into a new
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class of material, raises new questions and opens new areas for research.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the main features of the
conventional Kondo effect. I start with a short history of the discovery of the Kondo effect. Then a formal
theoretical explanation based on the poor man’s scaling argument is given. The relation between the Kondo
s − d model and the Anderson impurity model is also discussed briefly. This chapter is ended up with a
general introduction to the Kondo effect associated with quantum dot systems.
Chapter 2 discusses the Kondo effect on the surface of three dimensional topological insulators. Various
theoretical techniques such as perturbation theory, variational method and renormalization group method are
combined to demonstrate the stableness of the Kondo ground state, and corresponding Kondo temperature
can be also inferred from those calculations.
Chapter 3 presents three most common theoretical methods/techniques that are widely used in the
literature for the calculations of electrical transport properties. I will review and compare these three
methods and discuss their successes and weakness respectively. For each method, a concrete example in a
real physical system is also given in this chapter.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the nonequilibrium transport properties through a topological insulator quan-
tum dot in the framework of the equations-of-motion method developed in Chapter 3. I will illustrate that
the SU(4) Kondo effect can be realized in such systems without the further fine tunings typically required
by double quantum dot or carbon nanotube quantum dot systems. A nonequilibrium Green’s function and
corresponding local density of states are theoretically obtained in both Coulomb blockade and Kondo regime.
Finally, I will show some numerical results for the differential conductance in Kondo regime using Keldysh’s
formula. A triple-peak structure in the differential conductance is predicted in topological insulator quantum
dot systems when bias voltage is applied.
This thesis is based upon my two publications, which are listed below:
1. Xianhao Xin and Mao-Chuang Yeh, The Kondo effect in three-dimensional topological insulators, J.
Phys.: Condens. Matter 25, 286001 (2013).
2. Xianhao Xin and Di Zhou, Kondo effect in a topological insulator quantum dot, Phys. Rev. B 91,
165120 (2015).
1.1 A Brief History of Kondo Physics
It is well-known that the resistivity of a three dimensional metal is dominated by electron-phonon scattering
and scales as T 5 for temperatures lower than the Debye temperature. It eventually saturates to a minimal
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resistivity due to the scattering between conduction electrons and the defects of the lattice. However, a
totally different behavior was observed on gold samples when temperature was below 10K in 1934 [13].
Instead of reaching the saturated value, the resistivity was found to increase logarithmically as decreasing
the temperature.
The mystery was eventually solved by J. Kondo thirty years later. He constructed a model involving an
anti-ferromagnetic exchange interaction J between conduction electrons and the magnetic impurities, and
showed that the logarithmic behavior of resistivity is due to the presence of dilute magnetic impurities [1].
A logarithmic correction term is shown to appear in the perturbation theory to second-order in J at low
temperature, leading to an expression of resistivity
ρ(T ) = aT 5 + cρ0 − cρ1 ln(kBT/D), (1.1)
where the first term is due to electron-phonon scattering, the second temperature independent term comes
from impurity scattering and the last term is due to spin-flipped scattering from the local moment. Fig. (1.1)
shows a quite good agreement between experimental data and theoretical formula (1.1), particularly the steep
rise at low temperature is well represented by a logarithmic function.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of experimental and theoretical ρ−T curves for dilute AuFe alloys. Figure from [1]
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It turns out that Kondo’s original model (Kondo model) is related to another well-known model: the
Anderson impurity model developed for the description of the localized magnetic impurities in metals [14].
One can show that the Kondo model can be derived from the Anderson impurity model by projecting the
entire Hilbert space onto singly-occupied subspace via Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [15]. Thus the on-site
Coulomb interaction U in the Anderson model should be chosen to be the largest energy scale in problem
so that double-occupancy is energetically unfavorable.
Kondo’s pioneering work was based on the second-order perturbation theory, however it was found that
the logarithmic correction terms from the perturbation theory calculation are divergent at zero temperature.
This divergence implies that the perturbation theory breaks down at a certain low temperature. It was shown
that the divergence in the resistivity is shifted to an energy scale TK , known as Kondo temperature after
re-summation on an infinite series of logarithmic divergent terms. As a consequence, Kondo’s solution is
only valid for T > TK , and new conceptual techniques are required to understand the physics for T < TK .
A non-perturbative method was then developed and solved by Wilson in 1975 by means of a numerical
renormalization group procedure [16]. The system is dominated by a strong coupling fixed point resulting in
a bound spin-singlet state between the magnetic impurity and the sea of conduction electrons. All divergence
can be eliminated by re-defining the new effective coupling constants. Wilson’s renormalization idea opens
a new perspective and reshapes the understanding of the modern theoretical physics.
Some further theoretical works were done for the Kondo physics at the same time. Nozie`res and Yamada
derived a low-energy effective Hamiltonian for T << TK in terms of the Landau Fermi liquid theory in the
1970s [17, 18]. In addition, exact solutions were found for the thermodynamic properties of spin s = 1/2
Kondo problem by means of Bethe ansatz, both for the Kondo model [19] and Anderson impurity model [20].
Later, Aﬄeck applied conformal filed theory to study the Kondo effect in the 1990s [21, 22]. The interest
for the Kondo physics has undergone a strong revival last two decades because of the fast development of
nano-scale fabrication techniques and also the discovery of topological insulators.
1.2 Poor Man’s Scaling
Renormalization is built on the idea that the low energy physics of a system only depends on certain gross
features of the high energy physics. The effective Hamiltonian H(D) is parameterized by the cutoff energy
scaleD, and renormalization procedure involves reducing the cutoff to a smaller value D → D′ by integrating
all high energy degrees of freedom out of the Hilbert space. This procedure gives rise to a new effective
Hamiltonian that faithfully describes the remaining low energy degrees of freedom. Then the energy scales
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are re-scaled to obtain a new Hamiltonian H(D′) at a new energy cutoff D′.
We now apply the scaling concept to the Kondo model. The method presented here follows Anderson’s
Poor Man’s scaling approach, in which the evolution of the coupling constant is determined as the conduction
band’s band-width is reduced [23]. For simplicity, we only consider a Kondo model with impurity’s spin
s = 1/2, which can be written as
H =
∑
|ǫk|<D
ǫkc
†
kσckσ +H
′
H ′ = J(D)
∑
|ǫk|,|ǫk′ |<D
c†kασαβck′β · Sd, (1.2)
where c†kσ creates an electron with momentum k and spin σ, σαβ is the matrix element of Pauli matrices,
Sd stands for the impurity’s spin, and J(D) is the coupling constant depending on the energy cutoff D.
The Poor Man’s scaling procedure gives the evolution of J(D) by progressively integrating out the high
energy modes at the edge of the conduction band. The goal is to obtain the second-order perturbative
terms and show that they lead to a renormalization of the bare value of the coupling constant J . Up to the
second-order perturbation, the induced Hamiltonian ∆H due to the high-energy spin fluctuations is given
by the T-matrix formulation:
∆Hab =
1
2
[Tab(Ea) + Tab(Eb)] , (1.3)
where Tab(E) =
∑
λ
(
H′aλH
′
λb
E−EH
λ
)
. The state |λ〉 is the energy eigen-state for non-interacting Hamiltonian H
which lies within the energy band [D′, D]. We anticipate that two intermediate states produced by H ′ will
lead to a renormalization of J(D). One of them is the direct process in which the electron state is scatted
directly and the intermediate state involves an electron state as shown in Fig. (1.2)(a). Another process
involves a virtual electron-hole pair in the intermediate state as shown in Fig. (1.2)(b).
The T-matrix for the direct scattering process can be written as
T (I)(E)k′βσ′;kασ =
∑
ǫk′′∈[D−δD,D]
J2
(
σaσb
)
βα
(
SaSb
)
σ′σ
E − ǫk′′
≈ J2ρδD
(
σaσb
)
βα
(
SaSb
)
σ′σ
E −D , (1.4)
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Figure 1.2: Second-order perturbative diagrams for direct (a) and in-direct (b) scattering processes. The
intermediate state involves either an electron state (a) or a hole state (b).
and the T-matrix for scattering into the hole state is given by
T (II)(E)k′βσ′;kασ = −
∑
ǫk′′∈[−D,−D+δD]
J2
(
σbσa
)
βα
(
SaSb
)
σ′σ
E − (ǫk + ǫk′ − ǫk′′)
≈ −J2ρδD
(
σbσa
)
βα
(
SaSb
)
σ′σ
E −D , (1.5)
where a negative sign is because a particle line crosses itself for the formation of the electron-hole pair, and
the energies ǫk, ǫk′ are assumed to be on-shell, i.e., ∼ ǫF . Therefore ǫk, ǫk′ are negligible compared with the
band cutoff D. Hence we obtain the induced Hamiltonian
∆Hk′βσ′;kασ = −J
2ρ|δD|
D
[
σa, σb
]
βα
(SaSb)σ′σ
= −J
2ρδD
D
σβα · Sσ′σ, (1.6)
where |δD| = −δD since we decrease the energy cutoff D during the renormalization procedure. Combining
everything together, finally we have an equation governing the renormalization flows of the Kondo coupling
constant J ,
J(D + δD) = J(D)− 2J2ρδD
D
. (1.7)
Introducing the dimensionless coupling constant g = ρJ , Eq. (1.7) can be further written as
β(g) =
dg
d lnD
= −2g2. (1.8)
It is clear from Eq. (1.8) that the coupling constant flows into strong coupling limit for the antiferro-
magnetic case (J > 0), while for the ferromagnetic case (J < 0), the coupling constant flows into a trivial
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fixed point g = 0. As a result, for the ferromagnetic case, the coupling constant becomes weaker and weaker
as the cutoff D is reduced. However, for the antiferromagnetic case, the scaling equation (1.8) dictates that
J →∞. This is the strong coupling regime in which the Kondo effect occurs. We notice that Eq. (1.8) has
a solution
g(D) =
g0
1− 2g0 ln(D0/D) , (1.9)
where g0 = g(D0) is the unrenormalized coupling constant at the initial bandwidth D0.
For the antiferromagnetic case, a new energy scale, the Kondo temperature TK , can emerge dynamically.
It is important to keep in mind that the Kondo temperature is a physical quantity, hence, it should not depend
on the unobservable cutoff D. Thus the Kondo temperature TK must be scaling invariant:
dTK
d lnD = 0. We
assume that the Kondo temperature can be written as the form kBTK = Df(g) from dimensional analysis.
To determine function f(g), we substitute the form of Kondo temperature into the scale-invariant condition,
and obtain a linear differential equation,
f(g) +
∂f
∂g
dg
d lnD
= 0. (1.10)
Using the beta function Eq. (1.8) and solving the differential equation (1.10), the Kondo temperature
TK is given by
kBTK = D0e
− 12g0 . (1.11)
Once we have written the coupling constant in terms of the Kondo temperature TK , it can be also show
that the coupling constant J no longer depends on the initial cutoff D0. This cutoff independence feature
indicates that the physics of the Kondo problem does not depend on the high energy details of the model.
The Poor Man’s scaling argument demonstrates that there is only one relevant energy scale, the Kondo
temperature governing the low energy effective Hamiltonian.
1.3 The Schrieffer-Wolff Transformation
The Anderson impurity model is another common model to study the Kondo physics besides the Kondo
model. Schrieffer and Wolff showed that these two models are connected each other via a canonical transfor-
mation in 1966 [15]. They demonstrated that the Kondo Hamiltonian is equivalent to a diagonalization of
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the Anderson model in the subspace of the singly occupied state. The Schrieffer-Wolff transformation serves
a bridge to link the Kondo model and Anderson impurity model with each other.
The Anderson impurity model can be decomposed into two terms
H = H0 +H
′, (1.12)
where
H0 =
∑
k,σ
ǫkc
†
kσckσ +
∑
σ
ǫdc
†
dσcdσ + Und↑nd↓,
H ′ =
∑
k
Vkd(c
†
kσcdσ + c
†
dσckσ). (1.13)
The off-diagonal Hamiltonian H ′ is the perturbed part of the Anderson impurity model. We consider the
region where ǫd << ǫF and ǫF << ǫd + U , which implies that the impurity state is singly occupied. The
idea of the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation is to carry out a canonical transformation that cancels out the
perturbed term H ′, since it couples states with different occupation numbers. We use the relation
H˜ = eSHe−S = H + [S,H ] +
1
2
[S, [S,H ]] + ..., (1.14)
where S is an antihermitian operator of order V due to the fact that eS is unitary. Since H ′ is not diagonal,
we can eliminate all off-diagonal components up to second-order in V by requiring
H ′ + [S,H0] = 0. (1.15)
Combining Eqs. (1.14) and (1.15), we obtain a transformed Hamiltonian to second order in V with the
form
H˜ = H0 +
1
2
[S,H ′]. (1.16)
The generator S is assumed to have the form
S =
∑
k,σ
Aˆkσc
†
kσcdσ − h.c., (1.17)
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where Aˆkσ is an unknown constant to be determined by Eq. (1.15), and h.c. denotes hermitian conju-
gate. The commutator [S,H0] can be calculated straightforwardly. Using the commutation relation and
condition (1.15)
Aˆkσ[c
†
kσcdσ, H0] = Aˆkσ(−ǫk + ǫd + Und−σ)c†kσcdσ = −Vkσc†kσcdσ, (1.18)
one finds
Aˆkσ =
Vkσ
ǫk − ǫd − Und−σ . (1.19)
However, one notices that Eq.(1.19) contains an operator nd−σ in the denominator, which is completely
unpleasant here. Therefore we use the trick that n2d−σ = nd−σ, leading to the identity (1− nd−σ)nd−σ = 0.
This means we can project Aˆkσ onto 1− nd−σ and nd−σ,
1− nd−σ + nd−σ
ǫk − ǫd − Und−σ =
1− nd−σ
ǫk − ǫd − Und−σ +
nd−σ
ǫk − ǫd − U(nd−σ − 1)− U
=
1− nd−σ
ǫk − ǫd +
nd−σ
ǫk − ǫd − U . (1.20)
Therefore the S operator can be written as
S =
∑
kσ
Vkσ
(
1− nd−σ
ǫk − ǫd +
nd−σ
ǫk − (ǫd + U)
)(
c†kσcdσ − c†dσckσ
)
= S+ − S−, (1.21)
where the first term accounts for the virtual transitions to the empty state, while the second term describes
the transitions to the doubly occupied state.
Let us rearrange the coefficients in the expression of S and rewrite S as the form
S =
∑
k,σ
(Ak +Bknd−σ)c
†
kσcdσ − h.c. (1.22)
where
Ak =
Vkd
ǫk − ǫd ,
Bk =
Vkd
ǫk − (ǫd + U) −
Vkd
ǫk − ǫd . (1.23)
Eqs. (1.22) and (1.23) are called Schrieffer-Wolff transformation.
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In order to find the transformed Hamiltonian H˜ , we have to evaluate the commutator [S,H ′]:
[S,H ′] = −
∑
k,σ
(AkVkd +BkVkdnd−σ)ndσ
+
∑
k,k′,σ
[
AkVk′dc
†
kσck′σ −BkVk′dρkdσρk′d−σ
]
+
∑
k,k′,σ
[
BkVk′d(c
†
kσck′σnd−σ + ρkdσρ
†
k′d−σ)
]
+ h.c.
= −
∑
k,σ
(AkVkd +BkVkdnd−σ)ndσ
+
∑
k,k′,σ
[
AkVk′dc
†
kσck′σ −BkVk′dρkdσρk′d−σ
]
+
∑
k,k′,σ
BkVk′d
[
1
2
(ndσ + nd−σ)c
†
kσck′σ −
1
2
((ndσ − nd−σ)c†kσck′σ − 2ρkdσρ†k′d−σ)
]
, (1.24)
where ρkdσ ≡ c†kσcdσ.
For the purpose of convenience, let us introduce two-component spinor operators for conduction electrons
and impurities respectively as Ψ†k = (c
†
k↑, c
†
k↓) and Ψ
†
d = (c
†
d↑, c
†
d↓), and define the spin operator S ≡ ~2σ,
where σs are the Pauli matrices. In addition, we define the spin raising operator as S+ = Sx + iSy = ~σ
+,
and the spin lowering operator as S− = Sx − iSy = ~σ−. Furthermore, we notice that
4
~2
(Ψ†k′SΨk) · (Ψ†dSΨd) = (Ψ†k′σzΨk)(Ψ†dσzΨd) + 2(Ψ†k′σ+Ψk)(Ψ†dσ−Ψd) + 2(Ψ†k′σ−Ψk)(Ψ†dσ+Ψd)
=
∑
σ
[
c†k′σckσ(ndσ − nd−σ)− 2ρk′dσρ†kdσ
]
,
(Ψ†k′Ψk)(Ψ
†
dΨd) =
∑
σ
(ndσ + nd−σ)c
†
k′σckσ. (1.25)
Therefore using Eq. (1.24), the transformed Hamiltonian H˜ can be written in the spinnor representation
as
H˜ = H0 +
1
2
[S,H ′]
= H0 +H
′
0 +H
′′
0 +Hcharge +Hdirect +Hexch, (1.26)
where Hexch is the Kondo Hamiltonian describing the spin-spin interaction between a conduction electron’s
spin and an impurity’s spin. Hexch has the form
Hexch =
1
~2
∑
k,k′
Jkk′(Ψ
†
k′SΨk) · (Ψ†dSΨd), (1.27)
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where
Jkk′ = Vk′dVkd
[
1
ǫk − ǫd +
1
ǫk′ − ǫd −
1
ǫk − (ǫd + U) −
1
ǫk′ − (ǫd + U)
]
is the Kondo coupling constant. The direct term Hdirect takes the form
Hdirect =
∑
k,k′
1
4
Jkk′(Ψ
†
k′Ψk)(Ψ
†
dΨd)
≈
∑
k,k′
Jkk′
4
Ψ†k′Ψk, (1.28)
where we project the original Hamiltonian into the singly occupied subspace, i.e., Ψ†dΨd = 1. Physically, the
underlying reason for projection is that the double occupancy on impurity’s state is energetically costly due
to the presence of large on-site Coulomb repulsive interaction. The projected direct term Hdirect, together
with terms
H ′0 = −
∑
k,k′,σ
(
Wkk′ +
1
2
Jkk′nd−σ
)
ndσ, (1.29)
where
Wkk′ =
1
2
Vk′dVkd
[
1
ǫk − ǫd +
1
ǫk′ − ǫd
]
and
H ′′0 =
∑
k,k′
Wkk′Ψ
†
kΨk′ (1.30)
renormalize the bare Hamiltonian H0, therefore the terms Hdirect, H
′
0 and H
′′
0 just modify the bare Hamil-
tonian’s energy spectrum and are not relevant to the Kondo problem. The last term
Hcharge = −1
2
∑
k,k′,σ
(BkVk′dρkdσρk′d−σ + h.c.) (1.31)
changes the occupancy number of the impurity by two, and thus can be dropped after single-occupancy
projection. We also notice that ndσnd−σ = 0 under the single-occupancy assumption, i.e., nd↑ = 1, nd↓ = 0
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or nd↑ = 0, nd↓ = 1. Therefore the transformed Hamiltonian H˜ up to an overall constant reads
H˜ =
∑
k,k′,σ
(
ǫkδkk′ +Wkk′ +
Jkk′
4
)
c†
kσck′σ +
∑
k,k′
Jkk′
~2
(
Ψ†
k′
SΨk
)
·
(
Ψ†dSΨd
)
, (1.32)
where coupling constant Jkk′ defines the exchange scattering between a conduction electron and the spin
of the impurity. As Jkk′ > 0, the spin-spin interaction is antiferromagnetic , resulting that spins are in an
anti-parallel configuration. Thus we prove that the Anderson impurity model reduces to the famous Kondo
model under the Schrieff-Wolff transformation after the entire Hilbert space is restricted in a single-electron
subspace.
1.4 Brief Overview of the Kondo Effect in Quantum Dots
A quantum dot (QD) is a device that the length of it is comparable with the wavelength of electrons within
the dot, i.e. L ∼ k−1F . Quantum effect becomes more and more important and dominates the relevant
physics in such length scale. In this way, the QD behaves like an artificial atom, therefore it can be used to
test many quantum mechanical effects experimentally in a more controllable way. In addition, the dot itself
can be coupled through tunnelling barriers to external reservoirs, with which electrons can be exchanged as
shown in Fig. (1.3). The dot can be controlled by a bias voltage VBS as well as a gate voltage VG. The bias
voltage is used to set the chemical potential difference between two reservoirs, while the gate voltage can be
used to tune the electrostatic potential of the dot with respect to the external reservoirs.
Figure 1.3: Schematic picture of (a) a lateral quantum dot and (b) a vertical quantum dot. The quantum dot
represented by a disk is connected to external reservoirs through tunnelling barriers. The current through
the device I is measured in response to a bias voltage VBS and a gate voltage VG. Figure from [24]
Although QDs are the most common example of artificial atoms and are analogies for real atoms, unlike
the real atoms, QDs are highly tunable in the sense that we can freely change the bias voltage as well as the
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gate voltage. For the most part, the QD is tuned to sit on an unique ground state. There is always a finite
energy gap to separate the ground state and the excited states due to the charging energy. The conductance
is suppressed since it costs charging energy U in order to pump an extra electron into a QD. Therefore the
total occupation number of electrons inside a QD is a well defined integer number N . However, if we tune
the gate voltage to a special point, at which the many body ground state is doubly degenerate, there is
no energy cost for the number of electrons in a QD to fluctuate between N and N + 1. As a result, the
electron transport through a QD becomes possible at this special point, and a corresponding conductance
peak is developed. Thus, the N-th peak in the conductance occurs whenever the state of a QD containing N
electrons is degenerate with the state containing N + 1 electrons. Away from this specific point, the QD’s
total occupation number is fixed by the Coulomb repulsive energy and the electronic transport is blocked.
This is the well-known phenomena called Coulomb blockade in mesoscopic physics. A conductance peak
occurs when the condition
αeVG(N) = E(N + 1)− E(N) (1.33)
holds, where α is the ratio of the gate capacitance to the total capacitance and E(N) is the total many
body ground state energy of the QD with N electrons. Thus it predicts that there should be a periodic peak
structure in conductance as a function of gate voltage. Approximately periodic peaks are indeed observed
experimentally when the coupling between the QD and the leads is weak.
In addition to the charging energy U , which is the energy to add an extra electron into a QD, there is
another typical energy scale, the level spacing ∆ǫ, necessary to excite the QD while keeping the number
of electrons fixed. Furthermore, when electron spin is taken into account, the spin degeneracy plays an
important role for the peak-structure in conductance measurements. In the case of spin is considered,
although each energy level can accommodate two electrons, the Coulomb interaction results in an energy
cost U to add a second electron when a level is singly occupied. Thus, one expects that the typical energy
to add an electron into a QD alternates between U and U +∆ǫ. Therefore, a paired peaks structure should
be observed in conductance as shown in Fig. (1.4) [25].
For the case that the Coulomb repulsive energy U is smaller than the level spacing ∆ǫ, the levels in a QD
are filled up to the Fermi energy ǫF due to the Pauli exclusion principle. From Fig. (1.4), one can find two
completely different types of conductance valley. Even valley represents that a QD contains even number
of electrons, while the odd valley indicates the odd number of electrons in a QD. The odd valley case is a
kind of interesting case because the total spin for the odd valley case is nonzero. In other words, for odd
Figure 1.4: The paired peaks corresponding to the two spin states for each energy level are shown as gate
voltage VG varies. Figure from [25]
valley case, the odd electron occupation indicates that a QD carries nonzero total spin 12 . That nonzero total
spin, which is analogous to a magnetic impurity on the surface of a metal, can be coupled to the conduction
electrons from external reservoirs, leading to a realization of the Kondo effect in QD systems.
The Kondo effect in QD systems was first observed experimentally in 2000 by W. G. van der Wiel et al.
[26]. They showed a crossover from the Coulomb blockade to the Kondo regime as lowering the temperature.
When T > TK , Coulomb oscillations occur as expected, indicating the Coulomb blockade phenomena. When
temperature drops below TK , the conductance in the valley is dramatically enhanced. This observation can
be explained by the Kondo effect. Unlike the physics in the Coulomb blockage regime, in which there is
no available density of states (DOS) around the chemical potentials of external reservoirs in the case of the
conductance valley, the Kondo effect produces a nonzero DOS at the chemical potential when T < TK . It
is this nonzero DOS around the chemical potential that leads to the enhancement of conductance in the
valley as shown in Fig. (1.5). The conductance eventually reaches the unitary quantum limit 2e2/h at zero
temperature.
Furthermore, a zero bias peak in the differential conductance curve was also found experimentally within
the Kondo regime [26], as shown in Fig. (1.6). The pronounced peak around VBS = 0 reflects the Kondo
resonance at the Fermi energy. This is another characteristics of the Kondo effect in QD systems. The
coherent spin flip scattering process is responsible for producing such a zero bias peak in the differential
conductance. Moreover, one can also find that the differential conductance has large values at high bias
voltages from Fig. (1.6). The high-voltage conductance peaks occur when the chemical potentials of external
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Figure 1.5: Conductance as a function of gate voltage for different temperature. When temperature is higher
than the Kondo temperature (red curve), Coulomb blockade oscillations appear in the linear conductance.
When temperature is lower than the Kondo temperature, the conductance in the valley gets enhanced for
the odd occupancy case due to the emergence of Kondo effect (blue curve). Figure from [26]
reservoirs match one of the energy levels inside the QD. Conduction electrons can tunnel into or out of the
QD through the single-particle transport process in this case. However, when temperature or bias voltage
raises, the coherent spin flip scattering process is destroyed. This destructs the Kondo effect, hence the
differential conductance decreases correspondingly.
If we tune the gate voltage to make a QD stay at the odd valley, then the QD can have a nonzero total
spin. In this case, the QD behaves just like a magnetic impurity doped in metals. Theoretically, we can use
the Anderson impurity model to explore the interesting physics in such case. The Hamiltonian describing a
QD system can be decomposed into three parts,
H = Hdot +Hres +Htun, (1.34)
where Hdot describes the dot where the on-site Coulomb interaction takes place, Hres is the Hamiltonian
for non-interacting electron reservoirs, and Htun describes the tunneling process between the QD and the
external reservoirs.
The dot Hamiltonian Hdot can be written as
Hdot =
∑
iσ
ǫiσc
†
iσciσ +
U
2
∑
iσ 6=i′σ′
∑
i′σ′
niσni′σ′ , (1.35)
where niσ ≡ c†iσciσ, and c†iσ(ciσ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with spin σ on the
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Figure 1.6: Differential conductance dI/dVSD versus dc bias voltage between source and drain contacts VSD
for different temperatures. The zero-bias peak emerges due to the Kondo effect, while the high-voltage
differential conductance peaks are related to the single particle transport (blue curve). When temperature is
raised above the Kondo temperature TK , the zero-bias peak diminishes and vanishes eventually (red curve).
Figure from [26]
ith level in the QD. The on-site Coulomb interaction U represents the charging energy for adding one extra
electron into the QD.
The external electron reservoirs can be simply described by the non-interacting electron gas,
Hres =
∑
k∈L/R,σ
ǫkc
†
kσckσ, (1.36)
where c†kσ (ckσ) creates (annihilates) one electron with momentum k and spin σ in the left (L) or right (R)
lead. The external reservoirs are assumed to be large enough so that electrons in the leads are in thermal
equilibrium, described by the Fermi-Dirac distribution f(ǫk − µ), where µ is the chemical potential of each
lead.
The third part tunneling Hamiltonian is given by
Htun =
∑
k∈L/R,i,σ
(
Vkσ,iσc
†
kσciσ + h.c.
)
, (1.37)
where Vkσ,iσ is the tunneling matrix element between the state |kσ〉 in the reservoir and the state |iσ〉 in
the QD. The Anderson impurity model was first introduced by P. W. Anderson to model the local magnetic
states in metals [14], and it is well known that the projected Anderson model can be mapped to the Kondo
Hamiltonian via Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, as discussed in the previous section. The effective Kondo
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Hamiltonian after the transformation reads
HKondo =
∑
kσ
ǫkc
†
kσckσ +
∑
k,k′
Jkk′
~2
(Skk′ · Sd) , (1.38)
with
Skk′ =
~
2
∑
σ,σ′
c†k′σ′τσ′σckσ,
Sd =
~
2
∑
σ,σ′
c†dσ′τσ′σcdσ,
where τs are Pauli matrices. The first term in Eq. (1.38) describes the dynamics of two external reservoirs,
and the second term stands for the spin-spin interaction between conduction electrons and the electrons
trapped in the QD. The exchange interaction strength J turns out to be anti-ferromagnetic, i.e., J > 0.
The spin flip (indirect) scattering process due to the Kondo effect decreases the conductivity for usual bulk
systems, however, this is not the case for the Kondo effect in QD systems. The Kondo effect in QD systems
strongly enhances the conductivity because of the emergence of Kondo peaks in the DOS at the chemical
potentials of two external reservoirs. These Kondo peaks provide a new transmission channel between two
reservoirs, leading to the enhancement of the transport in QDs. This feature distinguishes the Kondo effect
in QD systems with that in bulk systems.
The observation of Kondo effect in QD systems has rekindled the interest in Kondo physics for last
two decades. The advantage of using QDs to study the Kondo effect is the ease to control the different
parameters experimentally. The external bias voltage allows the variation of discrete energy-level structure
in a QD, as well as the number of electrons trapped within a dot. Moreover, in terms of the Anderson
impurity model, the energy, ǫd, of the single electron level, its width, Γ, and the Coulomb repulsion energy,
U , can all be varied by simply adjusting the gate voltage. The tunability of parameters in QD systems
allows for the study of Kondo physics in a more controllable manner, therefore it attracts more attention
to study the Kondo effect in QD systems recently. Furthermore, the higher symmetry Kondo effect, such
as SU(4) Kondo effect, has been investigated in more complex systems such as double QDs [27, 28], carbon
nanotube QDs [29] or topological insulator QDs [12]. The new orbital degrees of freedom can entangle with
the spin degrees of freedom in those complex QD systems, resulting the emergence of much richer Kondo
physics, i.e., SU(4) Kondo effect at the four-fold degenerate point. With the help of the fast development
of nano-fabrication techniques and the discovery of topological insulators, it opens a new door for the study
of Kondo effect in more complicated QD systems both experimentally as well as theoretically.
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Chapter 2
Kondo Effect on the Surface of Three
Dimensional Topological Insulators
2.1 Introduction
Topological insulators ( TIs ) are a new class of material which are insulating in the bulk with robust metallic
states on their surface [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Those surface states are topologically protected by the
time-reversal symmetry. Three-dimensional ( 3D ) TIs have surface states with odd number of massless Dirac
cones, where electron’s spin and momentum are locked by spin-orbital coupling. A backscattering process
is strictly prohibited in the presence of a time-reversal invariant perturbation. Nonetheless, existence of
magnetic impurities can induce a backscattering process and open a gap at the Dirac point in general.
Although their unusual surface states have been observed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
( ARPES ) [37, 38, 39], transport measurements of TIs are more challenging topics and attracts many
attentions in recent years. It is hard to separate the surface conducting states from the bulk experimentally,
because inevitable high levels of doping carriers always lead to a metallic rather than insulating bulk bands
in early experiments.
Observation of the surface conducting states by transport measurements has been more challenging.
However, direct transport measurements of TIs’ surface states were reported recently [40, 41, 42]. Metallic
properties of the TIs’ surface states with energy close to the Dirac points were observed at low temperature.
Those experiments encourage further studies of the transport properties of TIs’ surface states [43, 44, 45].
Furthermore, the experimental realization of magnetic impurities doping on the surface of 3D TIs was
reported recently [5]. Thus it is interesting to us to understand the role of magnetic impurities in the surface
states transport properties of 3D TIs.
In this chapter we propose a theoretical model to study the Kondo effect of transport properties of
surface states on TIs in the presence of magnetic impurities. We extend previous theoretical studies on
transport properties of a 1D helical edge liquid coupled to a magnetic impurity [10, 46], and construct
an effective model in which the 2D surface conducting electron’s charge degrees of freedom are coupled to
a magnetic impurity’s spin degrees of freedom. We assume that the magnetic coupling proposed in our
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model is anti-ferromagnetic scalar interaction. We show that this scalar magnetic coupling can be derived
from the Anderson impurity model, in which electron’s double occupancy on the impurity site is forbidden
under low energy limit. Our result demonstrates that the TI’s surface resistivity exhibits a minimum in
the presence of magnetic impurities, which is consistent with the experimental observations of a dip in R-T
curve under low temperature. Besides, we also find that the scattering rate matrix elements depend on the
angle difference between incoming and outgoing scattering momentums. The forward scattering rather than
backward scattering is enhanced. This is an unique feature of Kondo effect on TIs. Then we construct the
variational groundstate wavefunctions to show that bound states can be formed below certain temperature (
Kondo temperature ). Those constructed groundstate wavefunctions are meaningful to calculate the related
thermodynamics quantities in the future. The RG calculation further illustrates that anti-ferromagnetic
coupling constants will flow into the strong coupling limit regime where Kondo effect takes place. The
non-analytical behavior of the Kondo temperature based on RG analysis is consistent with the result from
the variational method.
The chapter is organized as follows: We calculate the scattering amplitude of surface states of 3D TIs
in the presence of magnetic impurities in Sec. II. We show that the resistivity increases logarithmically by
decreasing temperature when a bound state is formed between an electron and an impurity’s spin. We
will demonstrate the bound state stability in Sec. III. Combining the fact that the resistivity of a metal
increases when temperature drops, we conclude that there exists a minimal resistivity on the surface of a
3D TI. Groundstate wavefunctions are then constructed via variational method in Sec. III. We further show
that an energetically favorable bound state can be formed in this case. This bound state is stable below
Kondo temperature. The renormalization group analysis is performed in Sec. IV. RG calculation implies
that antiferromagnetic coupling constants will flow into the strong coupling regime, therefore renormalization
approach is necessary below the Kondo temperature, where the perturbation theory fails. The corresponding
Kondo temperature under the framework of RG approach is also computed in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted
to a brief conclusion of the chapter.
2.2 Scattering Amplitude and Minimal Resistivity
The Anderson impurity model is widely used to investigate the physics of surface states of a 3D TI in the
presence of a magnetic impurity [47]. We are only interested in the low energy content of the system, therefore
conducting electron double occupancy on the impurity site is not energetic favorable. If we restrict the Hilbert
space of Anderson impurity model to the single occupancy number subspace, the effective Hamiltonian is
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given by
H = ~vF
∑
k,σ
Ψ†k(~σ · ~k)Ψk −
J
2~V
∑
k,k′,σ
(
Ψ†k′~σΨk
)
· ~Sd, (2.1)
where vF is the Fermi velocity,Ψk =

ak↑
ak↓

 is the two components Nambu spinor of conduction electrons,
σs are the Pauli matrices, ~Sd is a local spin operator of a magnetic impurity and J is the coupling constant.
( See Appendix A ) The first part of Hamiltonian represents Dirac-cone-like spectrum behavior of 3D TI’s
surface state, and second part is a perturbation standing for the required electron-impurity interaction. The
eigenvalue of Sz is ~ms for impurity state |s,ms〉, and ladder operators S± = Sx ± iSy satisfy equations
S±|s,ms〉 = ~
√
s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1)|s,ms ± 1〉. We assume a negative J , and thus the Hamiltonian (2.1)
describes an antiferromagnetic interaction.
The scattering amplitude is derived via perturbation theory up to second order, through which we find
that the resistivity depends on temperature logarithmically. However, unlike the conventional Kondo effect,
the Kondo scattering amplitude of TI is also scattering angle dependant, which arises from the spin-orbital
locking feature of TI.
The unperturbed part of Hamiltonian can be diagonalized through the transformation:


α†1 =
1√
2
(
e−iθka†k↑ + a
†
k↓
)
α†2 =
1√
2
(
−a†k↑ + eiθka†k↓
)
,
(2.2)
where k is the magnitude of the electron’s momentum k and θk =
1
i ln
kx+iky
k is its relative polar angle. The
operator α†i creates a quasi-particle with eigenenergy α~vF k, where α = ±1 represents negative and positive
energy states respectively. Therefore operator α†1 creates a positive energy state, and operator α
†
2 creates a
negative energy state.
The rate of scattering can be calculated by using Fermi’s golden rule. We restrict our calculation within
the range |µ| > |J |, where µ is chemical potential, so that the perturbation is valid. There are two basic
processes present here. One is Sz conserved process: ms → ms, and the other is related to Sz non-conserved
process: ms → ms±1. The total scattering rate is the sum of the rate of two types of processes incoherently,
and the scattering rate of each incoherent processes is the square of corresponding scattering amplitude. To
compute the total scattering rate, one needs to sum over all final states, and average over all initial states
as well.
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We first consider the Sz conserved process, for which the first order scattering amplitude square is
|T (1)(ms → ms)|2 = J
2
8V 2
m2s (1− cos(θk′ − θk)) , (2.3)
where θk is the incident angle of the ingoing quasi-particles with momentum k and θk′ is the reflected angle
of the outgoing quasi-particles with momentum k′.
For the Sz non-conserved process, the corresponding scattering amplitude square is
|T (1)(ms → ms ± 1)|2 = J
2
16V 2
(s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1)) . (2.4)
All first order squared scattering amplitudes are temperature independent. However, that of Sz conserved
process is a sinusoidal function of the angle difference between ingoing and outgoing states, as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Hence the total scattering rate is directional dependent. This is a distinctive feature of Kondo
problem in TI because the electrons’ spin and orbital degrees of freedom are locked on the surface of TI. It
is also interesting that the forward scattering is reduced, while the backward scattering is enhanced in the
presence of a magnetic scatter, signaling time-reversal symmetry breaking due to a magnetic impurity.
Figure 2.1: Angle-dependent first order scattering amplitude square according to the Eq. (2.3). It shows an
oscillatory behavior, which is minimal for forward scattering and maximal for backward scattering.
The second order scattering amplitude is generally given by
T
(2)
i→f =
∑
m 6=i
〈f |H ′|m〉〈m|H ′|i〉
Ei − Em + iη , (2.5)
where Ei and Em are the eigenvalues of unperturbed Hamiltonian for initial and intermediate states with
corresponding eigenvectors |i〉 and |m〉 respectively. There are two processes as before contributing to the
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second order scattering amplitude calculation, in which final states can be either |k′, α; s,ms〉 or |k′, α; s,ms±
1〉 scattered from the initial state |k, α; s,ms〉.
For the process involving scattering from state |k, α; s,ms〉 to state |k′, α; s,ms〉, a quasi-particle with
quantum number α of initial momentum k is scattered into final momentum k′. The quasi-particle can
be scattered from initial momentum k into an unoccupied intermediate state q first, then scattered into
the final momentum k′ state. This is a direct process. In indirect process, the occupied intermediate
state q is scattered into the final state k′ first, then the initial state with momentum k fills into this
empty intermediate state q. Both direct and indirect processes give contributions to the Feynman diagrams
associating with scattering amplitude. For direct diagrams, the probability factor 1 − fq where fq is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function is present because the intermediate state q must be empty, while the factor
fq appears for indirect diagrams since the intermediate state has been occupied.
The scattering amplitude square for process |k, α; s,ms〉 → |k′, α; s,ms〉 to second order is
|T (2)(ms → ms)|2 = J
2
8V 2
m2s (1− cos(θk′ − θk))
(
1− J
2V
∑
q
f(q)
ǫk − ǫq + iη
)2
. (2.6)
For Sz non-conserving processes |k, α; s,ms〉 → |k′, α; s,ms ± 1〉, the second order scattering amplitude
can be calculated similarly. The scattering amplitude square for processes |k, α; s,ms〉 → |k′, α; s,ms ± 1〉
is given by
|T (2)(ms → ms ± 1)|2 = J
2
16V 2
(s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1))
(
1− J
2V
∑
q
f(q)
ǫk − ǫq + iη
)2
. (2.7)
A crucial temperature dependent term emerges in the second order scattering amplitude squares as shown
in Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7). We notice that both Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) are modified by the same temperature
dependent factor
(
1− J2V
∑
q
f(q)
ǫk−ǫq+iη
)
. After converting the summation over q into an integral form, the
second order temperature correction becomes
(
1− J
2
ρ(µ) ln
D
kBT
)
, (2.8)
where ρ(µ) is the density of states at chemical potential µ, and D is a energy cut-off. The Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2.1) describes the low energy effective physics of TI within the energy band [−D,D], therefore we can
treat D as a physical energy bandwidth one is interested in, below which the effective Hamiltonian is valid.
As previously mentioned, there are two interesting features observed from Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7). First,
the squared scattering amplitude is a sinusoidal function of (θk − θk′ ). It implies an oscillatory behavior
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with respect to the angle difference. The scattering amplitude reaches maximum when θk − θk′ = π, while
it reaches minimum when θk − θk′ = 0. Second, there is an additional logarithmic temperature dependent
correction appearing in the second order squared scattering amplitude. It indicates that the resistivity
decreases with increasing temperature due to the electron-impurity interaction.
The total scattering rate is the incoherent summation over each squared scattering amplitudes with
different final states. The total scattering rate 1/τ can be obtained from the Boltzmann transport equation:
1
τ
=
2π
~
∫
V d2k′
(2π)2
(1− cos θkk′ ) |Tkk′ |2δ(ǫk − ǫk′). (2.9)
After averaging over all initial spin orientations of the impurity and representing the result in terms of
impurity density nimp, the spin averaged scattering rate 1/τ¯ is given by
1
τ¯
=
11π
48~
s(s+ 1)nimpρ(µ)J
2
(
1 + Jρ(µ) ln
kBT
D
)
. (2.10)
The temperature dependent term in Eq. (2.10) gives rise to a logarithmic contribution in the resistivity.
We also notice that the resistivity due to Kondo interaction decreases with increasing temperature under
the assumption of negative J , while the resistivity of a 2D metal/semi-metal scales as T 4 within the Bloch-
Gru¨neisen regime [48]. Considering the contributions from these two effects, the total resistivity can be
written as
ρ(T ) = aT 4 − bnimp ln kBT
D
, (2.11)
where a and b are some positive parameters which can be fitted by experimental data. The minimal resistivity
occurs at
Tmin =
(
bnimp
4a
)1/4
. (2.12)
The Eq. (2.12) shows that there is a minimal point on the resistivity v.s. temperature curve, and that
minimum depends on the density of magnetic impurities. The minimal temperature obeys an one-fourth
power law behavior.
2.3 Ground State Wavefunction and Kondo Temperature
It is well-known that the ground state is a bound singlet state formed between the impurity spin and
electrons in the conduction band when the coupling is antiferromagnetic for the conventional Kondo physics.
However, the ground state of Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.1) might be complicated because of spin-momentum
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locking feature of TI, therefore we apply the variational method to construct a ground state wavefunction,
which is analogous to the construction of BCS’s ground state wavefunction in the superconductivity context.
Given a filled Fermi surface defined as |FS〉 = ∏k<kF α†1kα†2k|0〉, where |0〉 is the vacuum of non-
perturbative part of Hamiltonian, and an impurity spin s = 1/2: ⇓/⇑, we construct the trial ground
state wavefunction by adding one more quasi-particle onto Fermi surface without disturbing it. The trial
wavefunction can have following general form
|Ψ〉 =
∑
ǫk>ǫF
(
ake
iθkα†1k|FS;⇓〉+ bkα†1k|FS;⇑〉
)
+
∑
ǫF<ǫk<0
(
ckα
†
2k|FS;⇓〉+ dke−iθkα†2k|FS;⇑〉
)
, (2.13)
where ak, bk, ck and dk are the variational parameters. It is assumed that those four variational parameters
only depend on the magnitude of momentum k.
For the case of ǫF (= ~vFkF ) > 0, where all negative energy states are fully occupied, α
†
2k|FS〉 = 0.
The trial wavefunction Eq. (2.13) can be reduced to |Ψ〉 =∑ǫk>ǫF (akeiθkα†1k|FS;⇓〉+ bkα†1k|FS;⇑〉) with
normalization condition
∑
ǫk>ǫF
(|ak|2 + |bk|2) = 1. The optimal aks and bks are determined by minimizing
the expected value of ground state energy. The shifted ground state energy ∆E = 〈Ψ|H |Ψ〉−E0 is given by
∆E = ~vF
∑
ǫk>ǫF
(|ak|2+|bk|2)k− J
8~V
∑
ǫk,ǫk′>ǫF
(
a∗kak′(e
i(θk′−θk) − 1) + b∗kbk′(e−i(θk′−θk) − 1) + ak′b∗k + a∗kbk′
)
.
(2.14)
Minimizing ∆E expression (2.14) subject to the normalization condition, we obtain equations


(~vF −∆E)(ak + bk) = J8V
∑
ǫk′>ǫF
(ak′ + bk′)
(~vF −∆E)(ak − bk) = − 3J8V
∑
ǫk′>ǫF
(ak′ − bk′).
(2.15)
Eqs. (2.15) must adopt a solution with ∆E < 0. For J < 0, there indeed exists a solution to the Eqs. (2.15).
The energy shift relative to the ground state is
∆E = −De 83ρJ , (2.16)
where the optimal variational parameters satisfy
∑
ǫ>ǫF
(ak + bk) = 0. Therefore the Fermi surface is no
longer stable in the presence of an antiferromagnetic interaction, the system can lower the ground state
energy by forming a bound state between the impurity spin and quasi-particles in the conduction band.
The bound state breaks up when temperature kBTK & |∆E|, therefore the Kondo temperature is deter-
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mined by the form
TK =
D
kB
e
8
3ρJ , (2.17)
below which the bound state is stable.
For the case ǫF < 0, one must use the full trial wave function Eq. (2.13) subject to the new normalization
condition:
∑
ǫk>ǫF
(|ak|2+ |bk|2)+
∑
ǫF<ǫk<0
(|ck|2+ |dk|2) = 1. The calculation is similar to the ǫF > 0 case
except four variational parameters ak, bk, ck and dk need to be optimized. By minimizing the expectation
value of ground state energy with respect to these four variational parameters, we get four self-consistent
equations: 

P − 1 −2P −P −2P
−2P P − 1 2P P
−Q 2Q Q− 1 2Q
−2Q Q 2Q Q− 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ


A
B
C
D


.
= 0, (2.18)
where A =
∑
ǫk>ǫF
ak, B =
∑
ǫk>ǫF
bk, C =
∑
ǫF<ǫk<0
ck, D =
∑
ǫF<ǫk<0
dk, P =
J
8V
∑
ǫk>ǫF
1
∆E−~vF k
and Q = J8V
∑
ǫF<ǫk<0
1
∆E+~vFk
. Eqs. (2.18) have solutions when detΛ = [3(P +Q)− 1][(P +Q) + 1] = 0,
where P +Q = J8V
∑
ǫk>ǫF
1
∆E−ǫk . The solutions of Eqs. (2.18) are
∑
ǫk>ǫF
1
∆E − ǫk =
8V
3J
or − 8V
J
, (2.19)
which have exactly the same form as self-consistent Eqs. (2.15) required in the case of ǫF > 0. Therefore the
form binding energy ∆E and Kondo temperature TK are the same as ǫF > 0 case, as shown in Eq. (2.16)
and Eq. (2.17). The equivalence of the binding energy ∆E or Kondo temperature TK for two cases is a
direct consequence of the particle-hole symmetry.
In summary, we find that Kondo bound state is energetically stable on the surface of a TI in the presence
of an antiferromagnetic interaction with an impurity. For temperature below the Kondo temperature, the
original Fermi surface becomes unstable and the quasi-particle prefers to form a bound state with magnetic
impurity and become localized around it. This is the physical reason that the Kondo resistivity increases
with decreasing temperature.
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2.4 Renormalization Group Approach
Renormalization group approach of Kondo problem is a method to write out an effective Hamiltonian for
the degrees of freedom at low temperature by eliminating high energy excitations in perturbation theory.
After integrating high energy states out, the high energy degrees of freedom no longer appear, while only
those low energy degrees of freedom are left. The physical relevant coupling constants are modified during
the scaling process and a series of recursive equations for the relevant coupling constants can be obtained.
We consider an anisotropic antiferromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian with impurity spin s = 1/2 of the
form
H ′ = − 1
2~V
∑
k,k′
[
JzSz(a
†
k↑ak′↑ − a†k↓ak′↓) + J+S+a†k↓ak′↑ + J−S−a†k↑ak′↓
]
, (2.20)
where J± is the transverse coupling constant and Jz is the longitudinal one. For a given energy band [−D,D],
the effective Hamiltonian with a new set of coupling constants can be obtained by reducing the bandwidth
by amount of δD. The recursive RG equations for Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.20) reads ( See Appendix B )
dJz
d lnD
=
1
2
J+J−ρ(µ)
dJ±
d lnD
=
1
2
J±Jzρ(µ). (2.21)
We notice that an extra 1/2 factor appearing in the RG equations in comparison with the conventional
Kondo physics. This can be understood by the spin-orbital locking feature of TIs because only half of
degrees of freedom contribute to the low energy physics in RG.
The solutions of RG Eq. (2.21) form a family of hyperbolas, satisfying equation
J2z − J2± = C2, (2.22)
where C is the parameter to characterize the family of hyperbolas. RG equations can be solved by substi-
tuting Eq. (2.22) into Eq. (2.21), and the corresponding RG flows are shown in Fig. 2.2. For |J±| < Jz ,
the RG trajectories flow onto fixed points with finite Jz at |J±| = 0, while the coupling constants flow
into infinity for |J±| > Jz. Especially, the RG trajectories eventually flow into strong coupling regime for
antiferromagnetic coupling (Jz < 0), in which Kondo effect is in place. As the bandwidth D decreases, a
system with small negative exchange interaction transits to the one with strong exchange interaction. This
implies that the system tends to behave as being strongly coupled to the magnetic impurity leading to a
crossover from original nearly free quasi-particle state to forming a bound state in the Kondo problem. There
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should be a natural transition temperature TK distinguishing two phases, below which Kondo bound state
is energetically stable.
Figure 2.2: Trajectories of RG flows described by the Eqs. (2.21). The hyperbolas and straight lines are for
anisotropic and isotropic couplings respectively. The region with Jz < 0 is antiferromagnetic coupling which
flows into strong coupling regime.
We obtain the RG equations for the isotropic Hamiltonian (2.1) by identifying the transverse coupling
constant with the longitudinal one. A single RG equation is given by
dJ
d lnD
=
1
2
J2ρ(µ). (2.23)
The solution of Eq. (2.23) is
J(D) =
J(D0)
1− 12ρ(µ)J(D0) ln(D/D0)
, (2.24)
where J(D0) is the coupling constant at the initial bandwidth. Physically, only those states within a finite
temperature range kBT are effective, therefore D0 ≈ kBT . We find that our RG calculation Eq. (2.24)
agrees with Eq. (2.8) under this approximation.
We compute the Kondo temperature by demanding that the Kondo temperature is a physical quantity,
hence is scaling independent of bandwidth D. Therefore it must satisfy the equation
dTK
d lnD
= 0. (2.25)
The Kondo temperature must have a form of kBTK = D×f(x) according to dimensional analysis, where
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x = ρ(µ)J is the dimensionless coupling constant satisfying RG equation
dx
d lnD
=
1
2
x2. (2.26)
We substitute the form kBTK = D × f(x) into Eq. (2.25), then obtain a first order differential equation
of f(x):
f(x) +
1
2
x2f(x)′ = 0. (2.27)
The Kondo temperature is determined by the solution of the Eq. (2.27), which is
TK =
D
kB
e
2
ρJ . (2.28)
Based on Eq. (2.28), the non-perturbative behavior of the Kondo problem still exists in the case of TI. This
is consistent with the result from Eq. (2.17) derived from the variational method. The Kondo temperature
obtained from variational method is less than it derived from RG method because variational states always
overestimate the ground state energy. Such overestimated ground state energy is due to the ignorance of
the Kondo cloud screening effect in variational method which is essentially based on single particle picture.
2.5 Conclusions
We build a theoretical model to study transport properties of surface states on 3D time-reversal invariant
TIs in the presence of magnetic impurities. A logarithmic temperature dependence of resistivity is found
in the low temperature region due to the interaction between quasi-particles and impurities’ spin. The
existence of a minimal resistivity can be understood by considering the Kondo contribution in addition to
the conventional one from electron-phonon interaction. Our result is consistent with the observations of
the dip in R-T curve in recent transport experiments, and might be one of the possible origination. Even
if the density of magnetic impurities is low, it is still enough to induce a minimal resistivity locally. More
importantly, the scattering rate depends on the angle difference between incident and outgoing quasi-particle
momentum. This oscillatory behavior can possibly be measured and confirmed by ARPES or other angle-
resolved techniques. This is a distinctive feature of Kondo physics on TIs in contrast with the conventional
Kondo problems for 3D metals.
We also construct the variational ground state wavefunctions for the model Hamiltonian with anti-
ferromagnetic interactions. The idea is to add an extra quasi-particle into the fully filled Fermi surface with
the assumption that the Fermi surface is not destroyed under such process. We then study the system’s
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stability via the constructed ground state wavefunctions. A bound state formed between a quasi-particle
and an impurity’s spin is shown to be energetically favorable. Therefore the bound state is stable for
temperature below the binding energy which can be referred as the Kondo temperature. And we find that
the Kondo temperature is independent of the value of chemical potential because of the existence of particle-
hole symmetry. Based on Eq. (2.17), Kondo temperature is non-perturbative for small coulping constant
J , which suggests that perturbation theory fails near this energy scale and justifies that RG approach is a
more suitable one.
RG analysis is used to find the RG flow diagram for this problem. It shows that the coupling constant J
flows to strong coupling limit for anti-ferromagnetic interaction, which is consistent with the non-perturbative
behavior derived from the variational calculation. However, the rate of RG flow is half slower than the
conventional Kondo RG flows for 3D metals. This is because of TI’s spin-orbital locking feature, from which
only half of the degrees of freedom contribute to Kondo physics. Kondo temperature is also computed based
on the RG equations. Although the Kondo temperature derived from RG method is higher than it derived
from the variational method where Kondo screening effect is ignored, the non-perturbative feature of the
Kondo temperature is still reserved.
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Chapter 3
Some Theoretical Methods for
Electrical Transport Calculations
Calculations of physical measurable quantities play the central role in theoretical physics, since any physics
concept has to be related to some observable measurements eventually. Among all the measurable quantities,
electrical transport measurement is one of the most common ones used in many experiments. Three major
theoretical methods for the electrical transport calculations are introduced in this chapter: Kubo-Greenwood
formula, transfer matrix method and equations of motion method. It does not mean that there are only
three methods available, nevertheless these three methods are widely used in the theoretical calculations
for electrical transport properties. For each method, a brief introduction to the method itself is given in
the beginning, following a concrete example of applying the method into some real physical systems. In
addition, the subtleties of numerical implementation of each method are also discussed in the main content.
Before discussing any theoretical method, let us compare each method’s advantages and disadvantages,
so that one can judge which method should be applied to for a given specific model.
• Kubo-Greenwood Formula is based on the linear response theory. The advantage of this method is it
is relatively easy to implement numerically, because the only information we need to know is the eigen-
energies and eigenfunctions for a given model. The exact diagonalization of an interacting Hamiltonian
is expensive, therefore it leads to the disadvantages of this method. This method is only suitable for
”free” systems practically, and is computationally expensive for interacting systems. In addition to
that, since Kubo-Greenwood formula is based on the linear response theory, only linear conductivity
can be calculated via this method. The method is no longer reliable if the bias voltage is too large,
which is beyond the scope of linear response theory.
• Transfer matrix method is based on the scattering theory in quantum mechanics. The input for
this method is the transfer matrix for each scattering center. The advantage of this method is its
physical picture is clear and can be used to handle a relatively much larger system compared to Kubo-
Greenwood method. Since this method is based on the scattering theory, a well-defined scattering
center is required for this method to work. Therefore the method is hard to deal with the scattering
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potentials with long-range tails such as Coulomb interaction. Another disadvantage is that this method
is quite powerful to low dimensions, especially 1D system, but is difficult to extend to 3D systems.
• Equations of motion (EOM) methd is based on the Green’s function techniques. If one can obtain the
Green’s function of interested system, the corresponding transport calculations are all related to the
Green’s function. Therefore the EOM method can be used to deal with the interacting systems if one
can somehow calculated the corresponding Green’s function. Another great advantage of the EOM
method is that it is the only method as far as I know can handle the system out of equilibrium for finite
temperature. For other methods, we have to assume that the applied bias voltage is small, so we can
still treat the system as if they are in thermal equilibrium with external environment. However, this
assumption is not necessary for the EOM method, which allows us to calculate non-linear conductivity
for the systems away from equilibrium. The disadvantage of this method is the calculation of the full
Green’s function for the interacting system is almost impossible, thus it relies on some approximation
techniques to give an approximated Green’s function for the system.
3.1 Kubo-Greenwood Formula
3.1.1 Derivation of Kubo-Greenwood Formula
In this section, we derive the Kubo-Greenwood formula based on the linear response theory. We make an
assumption that the system size is infinite in a moment. We will discuss how to relax this assumption and
apply this formula into a real mesoscopic system.
Let us consider a time-dependent perturbation with frequency ω as the form of
Hex = lim
η→0
λAeηte−iωt, (3.1)
where η is a positive infinitesimal quantity. In the interaction representation with respect to H , the change
in some operator B due to the external perturbation is given by
δ〈B(t)〉 = i
~V
∫ t
−∞
dt′
1
Z
Tr
(
e−βH0 [Hex(t′), B(t)]
)
=
i
~V
∫ t
−∞
dt′
1
Z
∑
m,n
e−βEn (〈m|Hex|n〉〈n|B|m〉 − 〈m|B|n〉〈Hex|m〉) , (3.2)
where Z is the partition function, β = kBT and {|n〉} is a complete set of single-particle states with respect
to H0. Plugging Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (3.2), one obtains the fourier component of the operator B(t) in the
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Schro¨dinger representation as
δB(ω) = lim
η→0
λ
~V
∑
m,n
e−βEn
Z
{
−〈m|A|n〉〈n|B|m〉
ω + ωnm + iη
+
〈m|B|n〉〈n|A|m〉
ω − ωnm + iη
}
, (3.3)
where ~ωnm = En − Em. The unit response function can be thus defined as δB(ω) = λχBA(ω).
Next, let us consider a specific form of perturbation: an external electric field in the α direction. In this
case, the perturbation Hamiltonian becomes −eExα, and it induces the electric dipole moment exβ in the
system. Therefore the linear response function can be written as
χβα(ω) = lim
η→0
e2
~V
∑
m,n
e−βEn
Z
{
xαmnx
β
nm
ω + ωnm + iη
− x
β
mnx
α
nm
ω − ωnm + iη
}
. (3.4)
The real part of linear conductivity can be related to imaginary part of the response function as
Reσβα(ω) = −Im(ωχ(ω))
=
ωe2π
~V
∑
m,n
e−βEn
Z
{
δ(ω − ωnm)xβmnxαnm − δ(ω + ωnm)xαmnxβnm
}
= − e
2π
~ωV
∑
m,n
vβmnv
α
nmδ(ω − ωnm)(fn − fm), (3.5)
where I use the fact that ωmn = −ωnm and exchange the indices m and n for the second term during the last
step derivation. fn ≡ e−βEnZ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. For the real x-direction diagonal conductance
σxx ≡ σ, Eq. (3.5) can be further reduced to the form
σ(ω) = − πe
2
~ωV
∑
m,n
|〈n|vx|m〉|2δ(ω − ωnm)(fn − fm), (3.6)
where vx is the velocity of the electron in the x direction. In order to obtain a dc conductance (ω → 0),one
has to use the trick of delta-function: πδ(ω) = limη→0 ηω2+η2 . Therefore we can rewrite the Eq. (3.6) as
σdc =
1
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
σ(ω′)η
ω′2 + η2
= −e
2
~
V
∑
m,n
|vnm|2
En − Em
~η(fn − fm)
(En − Em)2 + (~η)2 . (3.7)
This is the Kubo-Greenwood formula for dc conductivity [49, 50].
There is one subtle point I want to point out here. The assumption of an infinite system is crucial for
the Kubo-Greenwood formula in order to have a continuum of states. For a finite size system, the energy
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spectrum becomes discrete, so that it is impossible for the system to absorb energy from the given monochro-
matic external field. No transport could occur in this case. In order to obtain a finite dc conductivity, one
has to couple the finite system to a large conduction reservoir. This leads to the level broadening of the
discrete energy spectrum, characterized by a finite η as shown in Eq. (3.7). Whenever ~η is larger than the
energy level separation ∆ǫ of the electrons at Fermi energy, transport transitions between two levels lead to
a non-zero dc conductivity governed by the Kubo-Greenwood formula. However, in the limit ~η ≤ ∆ǫ, it
is possible to show that the dc conductivity σ ∼ σKG ~η∆ǫ , where σKG is the Kubo-Greenwood conductivity
given by Eq. (3.7) when ~η ≥ ∆ǫ. Therefore this gives a practical scheme about how to deal with the finite
size system using Kubo-Greenwood formula. For a given finite size system, one can treat η as a parameter
in Eq. (3.7). When ~η is less than the energy level separation, the linear conductivity is proportional to η.
The linear conductivity saturates when ~η is much larger than ∆ǫ. Hence one can increases the value of
parameter η until one finds that the dc conductivity calculated by Kubo-Greenwood formula is no longer
sensitive to the values of η. The condition ~η >> ∆ǫ is necessary to validate the Kubo-Greenwood formula
when the system size is finite.
3.1.2 Quantum Transport of Massless Dirac Fermions
In this section, we give an example of applying Kubo-Greenwood formula into topological insulator systems
near Dirac point. We consider the problem of a 2D two components Dirac Hamiltonian subject to a random
scalar potential,
H = −i~vFσ · ∇+ V (r), (3.8)
where σ denotes Pauli matrix and vF is the Fermi velocity. The random scalar potential V (r) plays the
role of scattering impurities centered at Ri, each of which contributes to V (r) with a scattering potential
U(r−Ri),
V (r) =
Ni∑
i=1
U(r−Ri). (3.9)
We consider the scattering potential is induced by Coulomb scattering from ionized impurities near the
surface of materials. Using Fermi’s golden rule, the approximated screened Coulomb potential can be written
as V (r) =
∑Ni
i=1 e
2e−4αkF r/ǫ|r − Ri|, where α is the effective fine structure constant used to characterize
the ratio between Coulomb interaction and band energy scale. We notice that the scattering potentials is
time-reversal invariant so that the massless Dirac fermions remain stable in the presence of the scattering
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potential.
Next, we use Kubo-Greenwood formula to compute the diagonal linear conductivity of a 2D random
Hamiltonian (3.8) at zero temperature. The zero temperature Kubo-Greenwood formula can be written as
σ =
e2~
V
∑
n
〈g|vx|n〉〈n|vx|g〉
En − Eg
~η
(En − Eg)2 + (~η)2 , (3.10)
where vx is the velocity operator along x direction, v =
i
~
[H,x] = vFσx, |g〉 is the ground state with respect
to H , η characterizes the energy level broadening due to the coupling to the external bath, and |n〉 denotes
an eigenstate with energy En of the Dirac equation in the presence of the random potential.
In order to preserve the time-reversal symmetry of Hamiltonian (3.8), we have to work in the momentum
space with a hard cutoff at a sufficient large Λ instead of setting the system on a lattice. Then the eigenstates
{|n〉 and corresponding eigenvalues En are obtained by numerically diagonalizing the Dirac Hamiltonian
with disorder potential in the momentum-pseudospin basis. The disorder potential matrix elements in the
momentum space are 〈kσ|V |k′σ′〉 = 1V
∑Ni
i=1 U(k−k′)δσσ′ei(k−k
′)·Ri , where U(q) = (2πe2)/ǫ(q+4αkF ) for
the screened Coulomb impurities. The impurity center locations Ri and potential signs are chosen to be
random.
I want to address two technical issues of using finite size Kubo-Greenwood formula to compute linear
conductivity at this point. Firstly, as discussed before, the finite size Kubo-Greenwood conductivity depends
on the specific value of smearing factor η. The Kubo-Greenwood conductivity σ vanishes for both small
and large η, and there exists an intermediate region where σ is not sensitive to the value of η. Physical
argument shows that the linear conductivity σ saturates when η ∼ 〈∆E〉, where the Thouless energy 〈∆E〉
is the geometric average of the eigenvalue difference between period and anti-period boundary conditions.
Therefore one can use the saturated conductivity σ to estimate the conductivity at a given system size L.
We find that the dependence of σ on η at the Dirac point, as shown in Fig. (3.1) is similar to that in a
metal. This indicates that all states of Dirac Hamiltonian (3.8) are delocalized at Dirac point, as predicted
for 2D systems with symplectic symmetry by scaling arguments [51]. And σ indeed reaches a relatively
stable intermediate region when smearing factor η is about 〈∆E〉 at each system size L.
Secondly, one has to average over 104 disorder configurations typically in order to smooth the conduc-
tivity curve. However, in addition to averaging over disorder realizations, one further averages over the
Fermi energy interval containing typically 1-30 levels, and over boundary conditions for achieving a better
smoothing scheme.
Fig. (3.2) shows the Kubo-Greenwood conductivity for the screened Coulomb scattering potential case.
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Figure 3.1: Kubo-Greenwood conductivity at Dirac point as a function of η for screened Coulomb scattering
potential. σ reaches maximum around e2/h when η ∼ δE. Figure from [52]
There are two main features in Fig. (3.2). One is that the conductivity σ increases linearly with increasing
carrier density |n| away from the Dirac point. This is consistent with the prediction from Boltzmann
transport theory. The Boltzmann transport theory states that the conductivity σ = (e2/h)× (2EF τ0/~) =
(e2/h)2kF l is proportional to the transport relaxation time τ0. For screened Coulomb scatters, the Boltzmann
theory gives σ ≈ (4e2/h)(n/ni)32/π, proportional to the carrier density. The impurity density ni in the
Coulomb scattering potential should be related to the density of ionized impurities that are located in
the substrate. This agrees with the numerical result given by Kubo-Greenwood formula. However, the
conductivity remains finite with minimum value ≈ e2/h at the Dirac point. This cannot be explained by the
Boltzmann transport theory since it predicts the conductivity for Coulomb scattering potential vanishes as
n→ 0. Boltzmann transport theory suggest that the Coulomb scattering potential is always in the strongly
disordered limit at the Dirac point because τ0 ∝ |EF | → 0. The nonzero conductivity at the Dirac point is
purely due to the quantum mechanics effect of delocalized states, and cannot be explained by the classical
transport theories, such as Boltzmann theory.
In summary, the finite size Kubo-Greenwood formula is applied to the massless Dirac fermion model with
Coulomb scattering potential. The resulting conductivity is found to be proportional to the carrier density
away from the Dirac point and the minimal conductivity per channel is finite and ∼ e2/h at the Dirac point
over the relevant range of the system size. Both the linear dependence of the conductivity on density and
the existence of σmin at the Dirac point were confirmed by recent graphene transport experiments [53, 54],
suggesting that the scattering mechanism in graphene is mainly dominated by the Coulomb scattering
between conduction electrons and ionized impurities at sample surfaces.
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Figure 3.2: Kubo-Greenwood conductivity for screened Coulomb scatters. The conductivity shows a mini-
mum value (σmin) corresponding to a conductance quantum e2/h per channel at the Dirac point. σ increases
linearly with the density n away from the Dirac point. Figure from [52]
3.2 Transfer Matrix Method and Its Application to Z2
Topological Insulators
The goal of this section is to introduce the transfer matrix method to compute the conductivity of a particular
system with the disorder. I review how to use transfer matrix method to compute the system size dependence
conductivity for surface states of a 3D Z2 topological insulator.
The Z2 topological insulator respects time-reversal symmetry. It belongs to the symplectic class, as the
Hamiltonian of a Z2 topological insulator satisfies
iσyH
∗(−iσy) = H. (3.11)
The beta function β = d ln gd lnL is a useful tool to investigate how electric conductance varries with system
size, where g is dimensionless conductivity and L is the system size. Since the main conducting channels of
a 3D Z2 topological insulator arise from its gapless surface states, we focus on Dirac fermions on the surface
of a three dimensional Z2 topological insulator. A well-known result states that there is a metal-insulator
transition at g∗ ∼ 1.4 for the 2D symplectic class [55]. However, the beta function of a Z2 topological
insulator should be qualitatively different from the conventional symplectic class due to the presence of the
topological term. There is a conjecture that there exists another attractive fixed point in the presence of
the topological term by analogy with the quantum Hall system [56]. However, since there is no computable
topological term known so far, it is quite hard to analyze the beta function theoretically. It is also difficult
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to analyze the beta function in the strong disorder limit since perturbation theory breaks down. Therefore
a reliable numerical calculation of beta function is worthwhile since it would give insight into how the
appearance of a topological term influences the beta function flow.
The Hamiltonian of a 2D (0 < x < L, 0 < y < W ) gapless surface state of a 3D Z2 topological insulator
reads
H = ~vFp · σ + U(x, y), (3.12)
where σ are Pauli matrices and vF is the velocity of Dirac fermion. U(x, y) is a random potential on the
strip configuration.
The transfer matrix method is used here to calculate the conductance of the system [57]. The chemical
potential is set to be zero (Dirac point), so that one needs to solve the Dirac equation: HΨ = 0. We will
consider disorder with the form U(x, y) =
∑
n
Un(y)δ(x−xn), where x is discretized into N points x1, x2, ...xN .
The Dirac equation becomes
~vF
∂
∂x
Ψx(y) =
[
vF pyσz − iσx
∑
n
Un(y)δ(x− xn)
]
Ψn(y). (3.13)
By integrating Eq.(3.13) from x0−n to x
0−
n+1, the transfer matrix which relates the wavefunction at site n+1
to the wavefunction at site n is obtained in the form of
Ψn+1(y) = KnPn+1,nΨn(y), (3.14)
where Kn = e
− i
~vF
Unσx and Pn+1,n = e
1
~
(xn+1−xn)pyσz . Matrix Pn+1,n gives the information of how wave-
function propagates from size n to size n+1, while matrix Kn encodes the information of impurity scattering.
Therefore, the full transfer matrix is defined by ΨL =MΨ0 with
M = PL,NKNPN,N−1...K2P2,1K1P1,0, (3.15)
which satisfies a pseudo-unitary condition: M−1 = σxM †σx.
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Assuming periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction, we can expand all the operators in the basis
Ψ±k =
1√
W
eikny|±〉, kn = 2πn
W
, n = 0,±1,±2, ... (3.16)
where |±〉 are eigenstates of σx.
The transmission and reflection matrices are determined by matching the boundary conditions at x = 0
and x = L. This gives
Ψ0(y) =
∑
k
[
δkk′Ψ
+
k (y) + rkk′Ψ
−
k (y)
]
,
ΨL(y) = MΨ0(y) =
∑
k
tkk′Ψ
+
k (y). (3.17)
One can solve Eqs.(3.17) by using the pseudo-unitary condition of transfer matrix M, the transmission matrix
t reads
t−1 = 〈+|M †|+〉 = 〈−|M |−〉. (3.18)
The conductivity can then be computed by the Landauer formula which, in units of 4e2/h, reads g =
(L/W )Tr
(
tt†
)
.
There is a caveat for the numerical multiplication of large number of matrices. Since matrix Pn+1,n
has exponentially large and exponentially small eigenvalues, the product of a large number of P matrices
leads to a singular matrix at some point. Then the numerical calculation is no longer stable. In order to
avoid this problem, one needs to convert the matrix Pn+1,n into an unitary matrix. The multiplication of a
large number of unitary matrices is stable because it only involves eigenvalues of unit absolute value [58][59].
Starting with a matrix M satisfying the pseudo-unitary condition: M−1 = σzMσz , one can construct an
unitary matrix U from M by
M =

 a b
c d

⇔ U =

 −d−1c d−1
a− bd−1c bd−1

 , (3.19)
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while Matrix composition of U: U1 ⊗ U2 = U3 becomes

 a1 b1
c1 d1

⊗

 a2 b2
c2 d2

 =

 a2 + b2(1 − a1d2)−1a1c2 b2(1− a1d2)−1b1
c1(1− d2a1)−1c2 d1 + c1(1− d2a1)−1b1

 ∈ U3. (3.20)
After composition of large numbers of unitary matrices U, one can go back to original pseudo-unitary matrix
M by inverse transformation of Eq.(3.20).
I now consider the case of delta-function disorder U(x, y) =
∑N
n=1 wnδ(x − xn)δ(y − yn) uniformly
distributed over a strip 0 < x < L ,0 < y < W , where wn is a uniform random number over [−w0, w0]. A
sufficiently large momentum cutoff Λ is introduced in k−space. The spatial separation of disorder scatterers
is given by d = (WL/N)1/2, while the spatial resolution is ξ ≡W/(2Λ+1). The disorder strength is defined
by K0 =
1
~vF
∫
dr′ < U(r)U(r′) >= 13w
2
0(~vF d)
−2. The conductivity is calculated as a function of system
size L at fixed disorder strength K0, scattering range ξ/d, and aspect ratio W/L.
Fig.(3.3)(a) shows the average conductivity as a function of disorder strength for a fixed aspect ratio
W/L = 4, and the conductivity saturates for strong disorder strength. It implies that the massless Dirac
fermions are delocalized even in the strong disorder strength limit. It is also found that the conductivity
increases logarithmically, g = const + 0.25 lnL, as the system size L as shown in Fig.(3.3)(b). This means
that the beta function β(g) ∝ 1/g and decays to zero without being negative, in contrast to the conventional
symplectic class. A positive beta function implies that the system is always metallic. In summary, there
is no metal-insulator transition or any other quantum critical points for a Z2 topological insulator. This
confirms the results of [57][60][52].
The above conclusion is independent of the specific forms of the disorder. One can perform the same
simulation on correlated Gaussian disorder of the form
U(x, y) =
2
√
3K0
π
(
~vFa
ξ2
)∑
n
Pne
−|r−ri|2/ξ2 , (3.21)
where Pn is uniformly distributed on [−0.5, 0.5]. Unlike the delta-function disorder, Gaussian disorder has
correlations
< U(r)U(r′) >= K0
(~vF )
2
2πξ2
e−|r−r
′|2/2ξ2 . (3.22)
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Figure 3.3: (a)Disorder strength dependence of the average conductivity for a fixed system size (W =
4L = 40d) and four values of the scattering range. (b)Average conductivity as a function of system size
for W/L = 4 (black and green or dark gray solid symbols) and W/L = 1.5 (all other symbols) and various
combinations of K0 and ξ/d. Figure from [57]
Crucially, the transfer matrix method is not well-defined for long-ranged correlations, therefore we need
to apply a cut-off for Gaussian disorder. For example,
Un(y) =
∫ xn+δx/2
xn−δx/2
dxU(x, y), (3.23)
where δx = L/N . The size dependence of conductivity has a similar behavior to the delta function form of
the disorder, as shown in Fig.(3.4): < g >= const + 0.32 lnL. The positive beta function means that the
Z2 topological insulator is metallic, provided that the transfer matrix method is applicable. Given that one
obtains similar behavior for the two types of disorder, it appears that this result is not sensitive to the exact
form that the disorder takes.
This suggests that a 2D massless Dirac fermion cannot be localized by a random potential. This can be
explained by examining the energy spectrum flow with twisted boundary conditions [60][61]. We consider
twisted boundary conditions in the y-direction: Ψ(y = 0) = eiφΨ(y =W ). The system remains time-reversal
invariant at φ = 0 and φ = π. Hence, there should be a Kramer pair at these points. Now, the energy levels
might be shifted due to the presence of disorder, but the Kramer degeneracy still remains intact at φ = 0
and φ = π. However, Kramer pairs always change their partners as the energy spectrum flows from φ = 0
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Figure 3.4: System size dependence of the average conductivity for Gaussian correlated disorder, for several
values ofK0. The inset shows the raw data, while the data sets in the main plot demonstrates one-parameter
scaling when L ≥ 5ξ. Figure from [57]
to φ = π for a Z2 topological non-trivial insulator, as shown in Fig.(3.5). One Kramer pair at φ = 0 always
splits apart to couple with another pairs at φ = π.
If the states are localized within the sample, their eigenenergies should be insensitive to the boundary
conditions. Therefore the energy change (∆En(φ)) due to twisting the boundary condition must be ex-
ponentially small compared to the average level spacing. However, the ∆En(φ) is always on the order of
the average level spacing for a non-trivial Z2 topological insulator because there is no gap in the energy
spectrum flow as the boundary conditions are twisted. Thus, there are no localized states in the non-trivial
topological Z2 insulator even in the presence of disorder. This explains why the beta function of non-trivial
topological Z2 insulator surface states is always positive. The surface states of a Z2 non-trivial insulator are
robust against disorder that respects time-reversal symmetry.
3.3 Equations of Motion Method
Although theoretical methods like Kubo-Greenwood formula, transfer matrix method, etc. are widely used
to calculate transport properties for a system, most of them are difficult to handle either the interacting cases
or the non-equilibrium situations. This is the main motivation we want to introduce the equations-of-motion
(EOM) method in this section. The EOM method is quite powerful to deal with the Kondo physics out of
equilibrium and we will use this method to discuss the spin-orbital Kondo effect in a topological insulator
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Figure 3.5: The energy spectrum flow of the twisting boundary conditions with a specific disorder configu-
ration.
quantum dot in next chapter.
3.3.1 Introduction to Green’s Function Formalism
Green’s function is fundamental bases for the EOM method, therefore it is worthwhile to give a brief
introduction to the Green’s function in this section. The two-point Green’s function is defined as
Gij(t, t
′) ≡ −iT 〈ci(t)c†j(t′)〉, (3.24)
where T is the time-ordering operator and c(c†) is the electron annihilation (creation) operator. We adopt
the notions in [62] to re-define
G<ij(t, t
′) = i〈c†j(t′)ci(t)〉,
G>ij(t, t
′) = −i〈ci(t)c†j(t′)〉. (3.25)
The notation > or < is served as a reminder that for t > t′, G = G>, while for t < t′, G = G<. The
Fourier transforms of G> and G< are defined by
G>ij(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτeiωτG>ij(t, t− τ),
G<ij(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτeiωτG<ij(t, t− τ). (3.26)
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The nice feature of the Green’s function formalism is that one can write all physical quantities related
to transport properties in terms of G> or G<. One of the conventional models for describing transport
phenomena is to partition the whole system into two parts. One is a very large electron reservoir, and
another is conduction channels which are coupled to this external reservoir. The goal is to calculate the
transport properties related to the conduction channels away from equilibrium. Although the conduction
channels themselves are out of equilibrium, we can assume that the large reservoir is still maintained in its
equilibrium states and the conduction channels are completely driven by this external electron bath.
The corresponding equations of motion describing this coupled system are
i~
dci(t)
dt
= ǫici(t) +
∑
r
Vircr(t),
i~
dcr(t)
dt
=
∑
i
V ∗rici(t) + (ǫr − iη)cr(t) + Sr, (3.27)
where ci(cr) annihilates an electron in the isolated conduction channels (reservoir) with energy eigenvalues
ǫi(ǫr), Vir represents the coupling strength between the conduction channels and external reservoir, and Sr
is a contact source term for the reservoir. I do not want to give a detailed description about how we could
obtain the equations of motion (3.27) at this point. Instead, I want to find what information which can be
extracted using the Green’s function technique given this simple form of equations of motion. Since we are
only interested in the conduction channels, we can eliminate cr from Eqs. (3.27), hence obtain the Green’s
function solely for the conduction channels degrees of freedom.
Firstly, we can write the solution of the second equation of Eqs. (3.27) as
cr(t) = Cr(t) +
∑
i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Gr(t, t′)V ∗rici(t
′), (3.28)
where Gr(t, t
′) = 1i~θ(t−t′)e−i(ǫr−iη)(t−t
′)/~ is the reservoir’s Green’s function with respect to the differential
operator Lr ≡ i~ ddt−(ǫr−iη), and Cr(t) represents the solution to the homogeneous equation: LrCr(t) = Sr.
Next we substitute Eq. (3.28) into the first equation of Eq. (3.27), one obtains
i~
d
dt
ci(t)− ǫici(t)−
∑
j
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Σij(t, t′)cj(t′) = Si(t), (3.29)
where Σij(t, t
′) ≡ ∑r VirGr(t, t′)V ∗rj is the self-energy term and Si(t) ≡ ∑r VirCr(t). One should notice
that Eq. (3.29) is exact and only depends on the conduction channels’ variable ci.
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Now we can define the Green’s function for conduction channels as

i~ d
dt
− ǫi −
∑
j
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1Σij(t, t1)

Gjk(t1, t′) = δikδ(t− t′), (3.30)
and the solution of Eq. (3.29) can be written in terms of the conduction channels’ Green’s function
ci(t) =
∑
k
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1Gik(t, t1)Sk(t1). (3.31)
I want to point out that the Green’s function defined in Eq. (3.30) is not exactly the same as the two-
point Green’s function G> or G< defined in Eq. (3.25). But these two versions of the Green’s functions are
related to each other closely. In order to see this, let us start from the definition of G<:
G<ij(t, t
′) ≡ i〈c†j(t′)ci(t)〉 = i
∑
k,l
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
∫ ∞
−∞
dt2Gik(t, t1)Σ
in
kl (t1, t2)G
∗
jl(t
′, t2), (3.32)
where Σinkl (t1, t2) ≡ 〈S †l (t2)Sk(t1)〉 is the in-scattering function. Therefore Eq. (3.32) relates the Green’s
functions G< and G in the conduction channels through the in-scattering function Σin, which describes the
correlation of the source term. If we assume the whole system is steady (we are not impose equilibrium
condition here!!), the argument of all the Green’s function only depends on the difference between the two
time coordinates, therefore the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.32) with respect to the time difference coordinate
reads
G<(ω) = iG(ω)Σin(ω)G†(ω). (3.33)
The corresponding spectrum function and broadening function then can be defined as
A(ω) =
i
2π
(
G(ω)−G†(ω)) ,
Γ(ω) =
i
2π
(
Σ(ω)− Σ†(ω)) , (3.34)
respectively. It can be easily shown that spectrum function A(ω) and broadening function Γ(ω) are not
completely independent. Actually, they are related through expression
A(ω) = G†(ω)Γ(ω)G(ω) = G(ω)Γ(ω)G†(ω). (3.35)
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The broadening function Γ(ω) and in-scattering function Σin(ω) are also connected through the Fermi-
Dirac distribution if we assume that the reservoir is in equilibrium with distribution f :
Σinij (ω) = Γij(ω)f(ω − µ), (3.36)
where f(ω− µ) = 1/(1 + eβ(ω−µ)). The term f can be recognized as the average occupation numbers in the
grand canonical ensemble of a mode with energy ω.
3.3.2 Keldysh’s Formula
Keldysh’s formula relates the electrical current to the Green’s function and broadening function. Therefore it
serves a bridge to connect the physical measurable quantities such as conductivity to the theoretical abstract
Green’s function. The basic physical definition of electrical current is the rate of change of the number of
electrons, which can be mathematically written as
I(t) ≡ e d
dt
∑
i
〈c†i (t)ci(t)〉
=
e
i~
∑
i
〈
c†i (t)
(
i~
d
dt
ci(t)
)〉
−
〈(
−i~ d
dt
c†i (t)
)
ci(t)
〉
. (3.37)
More generally, we can define a two-point current I(t, t′) as
I(t, t′) ≡ e
∑
i
(
d
dt
+
d
dt′
)
〈c†i (t′)ci(t)〉 (3.38)
such that it becomes conventional current when t = t′.
Next, let us think about a situation that a system which is of interest are coupled to multiple external
reservoirs (contacts). Substituting equation of motion (3.29) into the definition of two-point current (3.38),
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the current through contact p is obtained as
I(p)(t, t′) =
e
i~
∑
i
(
〈c†i (t′)S (p)i (t)〉 − 〈S (p)†i (t′)ci(t)〉
)
+
e
i~
∑
ij
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
(
Σ
(p)
ij (t, t1)〈c†i (t′)cj(t1)〉 − Σ∗(p)ij (t′, t1)〈c†j(t1)ci(t)〉
)
=
e
i~
∑
ij
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
(
G∗ij(t
′, t1)〈S †(p)j (t1)S (p)i (t)〉 −Gij(t, t1)〈S †(p)i (t′)S (p)j (t1)〉
)
+
e
i~
∑
ij
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
(
Σ
(p)
ij (t, t1)〈c†i (t′)cj(t1)〉 − Σ∗(p)ij (t′, t1)〈c†j(t1)ci(t)〉
)
=
e
i~
Tr
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
(
Σin(p)(t, t1)G
†(t1, t′)−G(t, t1)Σin(p)(t1, t′)
)
− e
~
Tr
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
(
Σ(p)(t, t1)G
<(t1, t
′)−G<(t, t1)Σ†(p)(t1, t′)
)
. (3.39)
Under the steady state assumption, we can take the fourier transform of Eq. (3.39) with respect to the
time difference coordinate into a normal product:
I(p)(ω) =
e
i2π~
Tr
{(
Σin(p)(ω)G†(ω)−G(ω)Σin(p)(ω)
)
− i
(
Σ(p)(ω)G<(ω)−G<(ω)Σ†(p)(ω)
)}
. (3.40)
Using the definitions of spectrum function A(ω) and broadening function Γ(ω), one can further simplify
Eq. (3.40) as
I(p)(ω) =
e
~
Tr
(
Σin(p)(ω)A(ω) + iΓ(p)(ω)G<(ω)
)
=
e
~
∑
q
Tr
(
Σin(p)(ω)G(ω)Γ(q)(ω)G†(ω)− Γ(p)(ω)G(ω)Σin(q)(ω)G†(ω)
)
=
e
~
∑
q
Tr
(
Γ(p)(ω)G(ω)Γ(q)(ω)G†(ω)
)
(f(ω − µp)− f(ω − µq)) , (3.41)
where we use relations (3.34) and (3.35) in the second line and relation (3.36) in the last line. Eq. (3.40)
gives an expression of electrical current I(ω) at contact p in terms of the channel’s Green function G(ω) and
the broadening function for each contact.
Now, let us consider a special case for multi-contacts: two contacts case. Two contacts case are the most
common setups for transport experiments. In the case of two contacts, one therefore can obtain the current
flowing through contact 1 as
I =
e
~
Tr
∫
dω
(
Γ(1)(ω)G(ω)Γ(2)(ω)G†(ω)
)
(f(ω − µ1)− f(ω − µ2)) . (3.42)
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If the Green’s function G(ω) can be diagonalized under some basis {|σ〉}, one can rewritten Eq. (3.42) as
I =
e
~
∑
σ
∫
dω
Γ
(1)
σ (ω)Γ
(2)
σ (ω)
Γ
(1)
σ (ω) + Γ
(2)
σ (ω)
Aσ(ω) (f(ω − µ1)− f(ω − µ2) , (3.43)
where Aσ(ω) = Gσ(ω)(Γ
(1)
σ (ω)+Γ
(2)
σ (ω))G†σ(ω). Eq. (3.43) is the celebrated Keldysh’s formula. This formula
connects the electrical current and the conduction channels’ Green’s function, and will be used to calculate
the differential conductivity in next chapter.
3.3.3 Equations of Motion Method and Its Application to Kondo Physics
The EOM is based on the Heisenberg equation and is a powerful tool to calculate transport properties of
the systems out of equilibrium. In this section, we use the EOM to derive the equilibrium Green’s function
for Anderson impurity model and show that the model exhibits an important feature of SU(2) Kondo effect.
The EOM can be extended to more complex non-equilibrium and SU(4) Kondo effect cases, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.
Let us consider the Anderson impurity model, where a quantum dot is coherently coupled to the external
large reservoir. The on-site Coulomb interaction between two spin levels inside the channel denoted by c
and d is included into the Model. We only consider an equilibrium case in this section for simplicity. In
addition, we further assume that only one level of the quantum dot is included in the model. The model
Hamiltonian reads
H = ǫ
(
c†c+ d†d
)
+
∑
r
ǫr
(
c†rcr + d
†
rdr
)
+
∑
r
(
Vrc
†cr + Vrd†dr +H.c.
)
+ Ud†dc†c, (3.44)
where c†(d†) creates an electron with up spin (down spin) in the dot, c†r(d
†
r) is the electron creation operator
for up spin (down spin) in the reservoir, and U is the on-site Coulomb interaction strength. The corresponding
Heisenberg equations of motion for the up spin components can be written as
i~
d
dt
c = ǫc+
∑
r
Vrcr + Ud
†dc,
i~
d
dt
cr = (ǫr − iη)cr + V ∗r c+ Sc, (3.45)
where we add an contact term Sc artificially for convenience of the Green’s function derivation.
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Substituting the solution of the second equation of Eq. (3.45) into the first equation, we obtain the result
i~
d
dt
c− ǫc−
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1Σ0(t, t1)c(t1) = S
c(t) + Ud†(t)d(t)c(t), (3.46)
where S c(t) ≡ ∑r VrCr(t), and Cr(t) is the solution of the differential equation (i~ ddt − (ǫr − iη))Cr(t) =
Sc(t). The corresponding Fourier transformation gives
(ω − ǫ − Σ0(ω)) c = S c + UF{d†dc}(ω), (3.47)
where Σ0(ω) =
∑
r
|Vr |2
ω−ǫr+iη , and F{...} represents the Fourier transformation over any operator within
the curly bracket. The similar result can be derived for the down spin components too. One notice that
Eq. (3.47) is not a closed form expression, so it need to be closed approximately up to some order. It turns
out that we have to take second order approximation to close the Eq. (3.47) in order to see the signal of
Kondo effect.
Let us first start form the time dependent equation for triple product operator d†(t)d(t)c(t),
i~
d
dt
(
d†dc
)
= (ǫ+ U) d†dc+
∑
r
(
V ∗r d
†
rcd+ Vrd
†drc+ Vrd†dcr
)
. (3.48)
The Fourier transformation of Eq. (3.48) gives
(ω − ǫ− U)F{d†dc} =
∑
r
(
V ∗r F{d†rcd}+ VrF{d†drc}+ VrF{d†dcr}
)
. (3.49)
Next, we further take the time derivatives for each of the three quantities appearing in Eqs. (3.49) and
close the corresponding equations of motion up to this order. We obtain the results as
i~
d
dt
(
d†rcd
)
= (2ǫ+ U − ǫr − iη)d†rcd+
(
Vrd
†dc−
∑
s
Vsd
†
rdsc+
∑
s
Vsd
†
rcsd
)
≈ (2ǫ+ U − ǫr − iη) d†rcd+ Vrd†dc− Vrfrc,
i~
d
dt
(
d†drc
)
= ǫrd
†drc−
∑
s
V ∗s d
†
sdrc+
∑
s
Vsd
†drcs + V ∗r d
†dc
≈ ǫrd†drc+ V ∗r d†dc− V ∗r frc,
i~
d
dt
(
d†dcr
)
= (ǫr − iη) d†dcr + Scd†d−
∑
s
V ∗s d
†
sdcr +
∑
s
Vsd
†dscr + V ∗r d
†dc
≈ (ǫr − iη) d†dcr + Sc〈d†d〉+ V ∗r d†dc, (3.50)
where fr = 1/(1 + e
β(ω−µ)) if the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the external reservoir, which is assumed to
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be in thermal equilibrium.
Substituting the Fourier transformations of Eqs. (3.50) back into Eq. (3.49), we obtain a closed expression
for F{d†dc} as
F{d†dc}(ω) = 〈d
†d〉
ω − ǫ− U − Σ0(ω)− Σ1(ω)S
c − Σ2(ω)
ω − ǫ− U − Σ0(ω)− Σ1(ω) c, (3.51)
where the self-energy terms are defined as
Σ1(ω) ≡
∑
r
( |Vr |2
ω − ǫr + iη +
|Vr|2
ω − 2ǫ− U + ǫr + iη
)
Σ2(ω) ≡
∑
r
( |Vr|2fr
ω − ǫr + iη +
|Vr|2fr
ω − 2ǫ− U + ǫr + iη
)
.
Substituting Eq. (3.51) back into Eq. (3.47), we obtain
(
ω − ǫ − Σ0 + UΣ2
ω − ǫ − U − Σ0 − Σ1
)
c =
(
1 +
Und
ω − ǫ − U − Σ0 − Σ1
)
S
c, (3.52)
where nd ≡ 〈d†d〉 is the occupations for down spin electrons within the channel. Therefore we obtain the
equilibrium Green’s function G(ω) as
G(ω) =
1− nd
ω − ǫ− Σ0 + UΣ2ω−ǫ−U−Σ0−Σ1
+
nd
ω − ǫ− Σ0 − U − U(Σ1−Σ2)ω−ǫ−Σ0−Σ1
. (3.53)
The local density of states (LDOS) ρ(ω) can be calculated through the Green’s function G(ω) via the
relation ρ(ω) = i2π (G(ω) − G†(ω)). Fig. (4.4) shows the LDOS with parameters settings ǫ = −0.1eV ,
U = 0.2eV , nd = 0.5, η = 1meV , Vr = 0.07eV and chemical potential µ = 0.05eV .
Two clear features are shown in Fig. (4.4), corresponding to two important physical phenomenon. First,
one can find that the LDOS exhibits two resonant levels. One is usual channel’s bare energy level ǫ = −0.1eV ,
while another resonant level is raised by the amount of on-site Coulomb interaction strength U . This is the
well-known Coulomb blockade effect. This is because the double occupancy of the same level is energetically
costly due to the presence of Coulomb repulsive between two electrons. Therefore there are two Coulomb
peaks located at ǫ = −0.1eV and ǫ+U = 0.1eV respectively in the LDOS. The second feature in the LDOS
is the emergence of the Kondo peak around ω = µ as shown in Fig. (4.4) when temperature is above the
Kondo temperature. This Kondo peak is responsible for the increased resistivity in the bulk metals in the
presence of magnetic impurities at low temperatures as explained by Kondo.
This warm-up exercise demonstrates that the EOM indeed is a very useful theoretical tool to deal with
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Figure 3.6: Local density of states ρ(ω) = i2π (G −G†) calculated through the Green’s function G(ω) from
Eq. (3.53) with parameters ǫ = −0.1eV , U = 0.2eV , nd = 0.5, η = 1meV , Vr = 0.07eV and µ = 0.05eV . For
temperatures below Kondo temperature (kBT = 0.00025eV , a Kondo peak appears at chemical potential µ =
0.05eV in the LDOS. The Kondo peak disappears when temperature is raised above the Kondo temperature
(kBT = 0.025eV ).
the interacting systems, such as Kondo physics. An even nicer feature of the EOM is that it can handle the
systems out of equilibrium (i.e. steady states). We will see that this feature make the EOM be predominant
in many situations comparing to other theoretical methods, especially for the calculations related to transport
properties. We will apply and extend the EOM developed here to study the SU(4) Kondo effect and its
corresponding physical consequences in great details in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Kondo Effect in A Topological
Insulator Quantum Dot
4.1 Introduction
The study of transport properties in quantum dot (QD) systems is one of the fundamental paradigms
of mesoscopic condensed matter physics. Compared to conventional condensed matter systems, the QD
provides a controllable circumstance to investigate the strong correlated physics such as the Kondo effect.
The conventional Kondo effect requires the presence of a magnetic impurity in the bulk of material. However,
the localized electron within a QD behaves like a quantum impurity with spin- 12 . It enables many studies
of Kondo effect in QD systems. At low temperatures, a spin singlet state is formed between the localized
electrons in a QD and the conduction electrons from external leads at the Fermi level. Hence, QD systems
exhibit the Kondo effect at the temperatures below the Kondo temperature TK [63]. The spin of localized
electrons is strongly correlated with conduction electrons and are screened accordingly. The competition
between Coulomb interaction and band hybridization plays an important role in producing the Kondo effect.
The Anderson’s impurity model provides an excellent description of Kondo physics at low temperatures [14].
One of the most remarkable features of the Kondo effect is the emergence of a Kondo resonance at the
Fermi level in the local density of states (LDOS). As a result, the theory predicts a zero-bias peak in the
differential conductance [64, 65]. The Kondo effect and its related transport properties have been observed
experimentally in many QD systems [3, 2, 66, 26, 67].
Recent development in nano-fabrication techniques allows controllable studies of Kondo physics in more
complex coupled QD systems, as well as carbon nanotube quantum dot (CNQD) systems. For double
quantum dot (DQD) devices, spin degrees of freedom within each dot and orbital degrees of freedom crossing
two dots are coupled to each other, leading to a realization of the so-called spin-orbital Kondo effect. The
orbital degrees of freedom in DQDs play the role of psuedospin in addition to the spin degrees of freedom.
Similarly, the orbital degrees of freedom in CNQD systems correspond to the clockwise and counterclockwise
wrapping modes in CNQDs. It is the quantum fluctuations among a QD’s four internal degrees of freedom
that result in the spin-orbital Kondo effect. The spin-orbital Kondo effect has been investigated in great
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amount in CNQDs [29, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82], vertical QDs [83], grain-dot
systems [84, 85], and parallel QDs [86, 87, 27, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. Compared with
the conventional Kondo effect, in which only spin degrees of freedom are involved, the spin-orbital Kondo
effect is characterized by the intradot and interdot interactions in DQD systems. The intradot interaction is
determined by the usual spin Kondo correlation, while the interdot interaction is associated with the on-site
Coulomb interaction between two QDs. A SU(4) Kondo state with entangled spin and orbital degrees of
freedom emerges when intradot interaction is fine tuned to be interdot interaction. One of the technical
obstructions in observing the SU(4) spin-orbital Kondo effect in DQD systems is the difficulty of fine-tuning
intra- and interdot interactions symmetrically. These two on-site interactions are not directly measurable
physical quantities within our knowledge. They can only be inferred through fitting experimental data to
some theoretical formulas; thereby, it makes the symmetrical control even worse, experimentally. CNQD
systems face similar obstacles since there is no guarantee that the on-site Coulomb interactions between spin
degrees of freedom should be identical to those between wrapping (orbital) modes. A fine tuning among
experimental parameters is required in order to realize the SU(4) Kondo effect in DQD systems as well as
CNQD systems.
Because of the requirement of fine-tuning in DQD systems as well as CNQD systems, we propose another
way to realize the spin-orbital Kondo effect based on one QD made by a topological insulator (TI). TIs have
nontrivial bulk band topology with the presence of peculiar metallic states on their surfaces. These surface
states are protected by time-reversal symmetry; hence, they are stable against any time-reversal invariant
perturbation. The backscattering, which requires an electron to flip its spin, is strictly prohibited due to the
presence of time-reversal symmetry. Gapless surface states can be described by a massless Dirac equation,
where spin and momentum are locked together [100, 33, 30, 101, 35]. The electrical conductance due to time-
reversal symmetry protected edge states was measured in a quantum well structure of HgTe/CdTe, showing
a signature of the existence of quantum spin Hall insulators (two-dimensional TIs) [102]. The experimental
realizations of three-dimensional TIs’ symmetry protected surface states were also observed afterwards in
materials such as Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [37, 39,
103]. In addition, there are many other researchers studying the quantum effect induced by magnetic
impurities on the surface of TIs [104, 8, 6, 9, 11, 105]. However, the study of the Kondo effect in topological
insulator quantum dots (TIQDs) is still sparse. Because of the intrinsic spin-orbital locking feature existing
in TI materials, a TIQD is a natural candidate to realize the spin-orbital Kondo effect. One of the advantages
of using such devices is that it can avoid the possible fine tuning between intradot and interdot Coulomb
repulsive interactions, as usually required by conventional DQD systems as well as CNQD systems. We
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highlight the fact that SU(4) Kondo physics can be probed in such a setup, eliminating the obstacle faced
by DQD and CNQD systems. Recent successful fabrication of the QD made by Bi2Se3 makes the study of
the spin-orbital Kondo effect in TIQDs more promising in the future [106].
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the model starting from an Anderson-type
Hamiltonian. We demonstrate that the effective Anderson Hamiltonian exhibits SU(4) Kondo features at
the Dirac point due to strong entanglement between spin degrees of freedom and orbital degrees of freedom.
In Sec. III, the LDOS based on the nonequilibrium Green’s function method is calculated in the mean-field
regime, Coulomb blockage regime, and Kondo regime. In the Kondo regime, a triple-peak structure in the
differential conductance is also shown in Sec. III. The main results are then summarized in Sec. IV. Some
detailed calculations of the nonequilibrium Green’s functions are presented the in appendixes.
4.2 Model Hamiltonian
We consider a QD formed in a thin two dimensional circular annulus TI slab as depicted schematically in
Fig. 4.1. The dot is coupled to two external leads symmetrically. A gate voltage is applied to the system so
that only the energy levels near the Dirac point contribute to transport through the TIQD.
Figure 4.1: Sketch of a TIQD attached to two external leads. The geometry of the TIQD is a thin circular
annulus slab. The gate voltage VG adjusts the energy levels so that only those levels near the Dirac point
contribute to the transport properties of the TIQD. The biased voltage eV is controlled by the difference
between left and right leads’ chemical potential: eV = µL − µR.
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A full model Hamiltonian can be written as
H = Hdot +Hcol +Hl +Ht. (4.1)
The first term, Hdot, describes the electrons’ edge states in a TIQD. It has been shown that the edge states
of a disk-shaped TIQD can be characterized as massless Dirac fermions [107]. These edge states are fully spin
polarized and exhibit so-called spin-angular momentum locking: Spin-up electrons rotate clockwise, while
spin-down electrons rotate counterclockwise. A similar conclusion can also be applied to a three-dimensional
TIQD, where its surface states can be approximated by Dirac equations with spin connection [108, 109].
Therefore, the low-energy spectrum of a circular annulus TIQD is linear against the angular momentum
quantum number m, and the low-energy edge states are described by a four-band effective Hamiltonian in
basis | ↑ +〉, | ↑ −〉, | ↓ +〉, and | ↓ −〉, where +/− represents edges states living on the outer/inner annulus.
The overlap of outer and inner edge states opens a finite size energy gap near the Dirac point. The effective
Hamiltonian then reads
Hdot =
∑
m,
σ=↑,↓,
τ=+,−
c†m,στH (m)στ,σ′τ ′cm,σ′τ ′ ,
where
H (m) =

A~vF kFmσx ∆I
∆∗I −A~vFkFmσx

, (4.2)
in which A is a dimensionless constant of order 1, vF is the Fermi velocity, kF is the Fermi wave vector, and
m is the angular momentum quantum number.
Here c†m,στ (cm,στ ) creates (annihilates) a localized electron with angular momentum m and spin σ = {↑
, ↓} on either the outer (τ = {+}) or the inner (τ = {−}) annulus of the TIQD. ∆ is a finite-size energy gap
produced by the coupling between the outer and the inner edge states. The geometry of the TIQD considered
in this context is a circular annulus thin slab with size L. In this case, the level spacing of the edge states
would be dominated by the size of the TI slab, while the finite-size gap ∆ decays in an exponential law of
the size L [110]. It is the quantum fluctuations among four internal channels: {↑ +, ↓ +, ↑ −, ↓ −} that lead
to an unusual strongly correlated Fermi liquid behavior.
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Hamiltonian (4.2) can be diagonalized with eigenvalues E± = ±
√
A2~2v2Fk
2
Fm
2 + |∆|2 by introducing a
new set of basis states,
cα =
∑
στ
Uα,στ cστ , α = 1, 2, 3, 4; (4.3)
στ =↑ +, ↓ +, ↑ −, ↓ − ,
where matrix U is defined as
U =
1√
2


sin Ω2 cos
Ω
2 −eiφ sin Ω2 eiφ cos Ω2
cos Ω2 sin
Ω
2 e
iφ cos Ω2 −eiφ sin Ω2
− cos Ω2 sin Ω2 eiφ cos Ω2 eiφ sin Ω2
sin Ω2 − cos Ω2 eiφ sin Ω2 eiφ cos Ω2


.
The parameters in matrix U are defined as eiφ = ∆|∆| , sinΩ =
A~vF kFm
E+
, and cosΩ = |∆|E+ . Then Eq. (4.2)
can be rewritten in terms of the new basis vectors {cα}s as
Hdot =
∑
m
∑
α
ǫα(m)c
†
αcα, (4.4)
where ǫ1 = ǫ2 = E+ and ǫ3 = ǫ4 = E−. We have to point out that Hamiltonian (4.4) has fourfold degeneracy
at the Dirac point when ∆ = 0. In practice, this fourfold degeneracy nearly retains even if ∆ 6= 0 provided
∆ is much smaller than all other energy scales, such as temperature. This is an important aspect in realizing
the SU(4) Kondo effect.
The second term, Hcol, represents the on-site Coulomb repulsive interaction between the localized elec-
trons in the TIQD. The strength of repulsive interaction is characterized by a Coulomb integral [14],
Uαα′ =
∫
|Ψα(r1)|2e2|r12|−1|Ψα′(r2)|2dr1dr2, (4.5)
where Ψα ≡ c†α |0〉 is the eigenfunction of Hamiltonian (4.2). The Coulomb repulsive interaction strength,
Uαα′ , is approximately proportional to the inverse of the slab’s size L.
Furthermore, we notice that the density distributions of Ψα are related to the density distributions of
edge states’ wave functions through the relations
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|Ψ1,4|2 = 1
2
(
sin2
Ω
2
(|Ψ↑+|2 + |Ψ↑−|2)+ cos2 Ω
2
(|Ψ↓+|2 + |Ψ↓−|2))
|Ψ2,3|2 = 1
2
(
cos2
Ω
2
(|Ψ↑+|2 + |Ψ↑−|2)+ sin2 Ω
2
(|Ψ↓+|2 + |Ψ↓−|2)) .
Since the outer and inner edge states’ wave functions Ψ↓± are related by means of the time-reversal
operation, Ψ↓± = ΘΨ↑∓, we find that the density distributions of Ψα equally mix the density distributions
of both outer and inner edge states,
|Ψα|2 = 1
2
|Ψ+|2 + 1
2
|Ψ−|2, α = 1, 2, 3, 4, (4.6)
where |Ψ±|2 ≡ |Ψ↑±|2 = |Ψ↓±|2 because of the presence of time-reversal symmetry in the TIQD system.
This implies that all four internal states must have the same Coulomb integrals: Uαα′ = U . Formally, an
exchange and correlation term can be written as
1
2
U
(∑
α
nα
)(∑
α
nα
)
− 1
2
U
(∑
α
nαnα
)
,
where nα = c
†
αcα and we have subtracted the contribution due to self-correlation. Therefore, Hcol can be
schematized as
Hcol = U
∑
α<α′
nαnα′ , (4.7)
where the on-site Coulomb integral Uαα′ is independent of all internal degrees of freedom. This is the key to
realizing SU(4) symmetry in the TIQD system without the requirement of fine tuning. Moreover, we notice
that Hamiltonian (4.7) is time-reversal invariant; thus, the single-particle edge states remain intact even in
the presence of large on-site Coulomb repulsive interactions.
The third term, Hl, describes the unperturbed states of conduction electrons from the left or the right
reservoir,
Hl =
∑
τ=1,2
σ=↑,↓
∑
k∈L,R
ǫkc
†
k,τ,σck,τ,σ, (4.8)
where ǫk is the energy spectrum of conduction electrons with momentum k, L/R represents the left or the
right lead, and c†k,τ,σ(ck,τ,σ) creates (annihilates) a conduction electron with spin σ in channel τ . Without
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loss of generality, we assume that there are two distinguished groups of channels τ = 1, 2 in left/right leads.
Since the energy spectrum ǫk is independent of the spin index σ as well as the artificial orbital index τ ,
Eq. (4.8) remains diagonal after rotating the basis vectors within the spin-orbital σ-τ subspace. Therefore,
one can rewrite Eq. (4.8) in terms of a new set of basis states {|α〉}s under the transformation (4.3) as
Hl =
∑
α,k∈L,R
ǫkc
†
kαckα. (4.9)
We make a further assumption that the conduction bands of both external leads are flat with bandwidth
2W . The corresponding LDOS is then given by ρ˜(ǫ) = ρ˜0 = 1/(2W ). This assumption is made just for
simplicity and can be easily released. One can verify that a reasonable energy variation of ρ˜(ǫ) does not
change the results qualitatively.
The fourth part of Eq. (4.1) is a hybridization term, which is described as
Ht =
∑
α,k∈L,R
(
Vkαc
†
αckα +H.c.
)
. (4.10)
Thus, we conclude that the model Hamiltonian describing a TIQD coupled to two external leads can be
written as
H =
∑
α,k∈L,R
ǫkc
†
kαckα +
∑
m
∑
α
ǫα(m)c
†
αcα (4.11)
+U
∑
α<α′
nαnα′ +
∑
α,k∈L,R
(
Vkαc
†
αckα +H.c.
)
.
Since we are only interested in the temperature scales that are much smaller than the average level
spacing of a TIQD, we consider the case that the angular momentum quantum number m takes only one
single value in the second term of Eq. (4.11). The method we discuss in this chapter can be readily extended
to multiple-m value cases. We conclude that full Hamiltonian (4.11) realizes the spin-orbital Kondo effect
because of the existence of strong mixing among the TIQD’s four internal channels. The spin-orbital Kondo
effect in the TIQD system is characterized by a constant Coulomb repulsive interaction strength U . In an
idealized situation where all four internal states are energetically degenerate at the Dirac point, the TIQD
exhibits an additional SU(4) symmetry and the spin-orbital Kondo effect emerges. On the other hand, in
general, the fourfold degeneracy can be lifted by a finite-size effect, leading to a triple-peak structure in the
differential conductance within the Kondo regime as shown in the following.
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4.3 Non-equilibrium Green’s Function Method
We consider a problem involving a TIQD coupled to two external leads. A nonequilibrium Green’s function
is constructed through the equations-of-motion (EOM) method [111, 65, 112]. In the Heisenberg represen-
tation, the time evolution of a Heisenberg operator is determined by its commutator with the corresponding
Hamiltonian. This is the essence of the EOM method. Two coupled equations describing the EOM governed
by Hamiltonian (4.11) are obtained as
i~
∂
∂t
cα = ǫαcα +
∑
k∈L,R
Vkαckα +
∑
α′ 6=α
Uc†α′cα′cα,
i~
∂
∂t
ckα = (ǫk − iη)ckα + V ∗kαcα + Skα, (4.12)
where a source term Skα is added into the second term of Eqs. (4.12) ad hoc. The solution of the second
equation in Eqs. (4.12) reads
ckα = c
(0)
kα +
∫ +∞
−∞
dt′V ∗kαGkα(t− t′)cα(t′), (4.13)
where Gkα(t − t′) = 1i~θ(t − t′)e−
i
~
(ǫk−iη)(t−t′), which is the Green’s function for the operator Lkα =
i~ ∂∂t −(ǫk− iη), and Lkαc
(0)
kα = Skα. Plugging Eq. (4.13) into the first equation of Eqs. (4.12) and performing
the Fourier transformation on the result, we obtain
(
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α (ω)
)
cα = Sα +
∑
α′ 6=α
UF{c†α′cα′cα}(ω),
(4.14)
where Sα =
∑
k∈L,R Vkαc
(0)
kα , Σ
(0)
α (ω) =
∑
k∈L,R
|Vkα|2
ω−ǫk+iη , and F{c
†
α′cα′cα}(ω) represents the Fourier trans-
form of the triple-product operator c†α′(t)cα′(t)cα(t). Equation (4.14) can be solved approximately by closing
it up to a certain order, which generates the Green’s function corresponding to that order.
4.3.1 Mean-Field Approximation
The simplest way to close Eq. (4.14) is the mean-field approximation: {c†α′cα′cα}(ω) ≈ 〈nα′〉cα(ω). Therefore,
the Green’s function under the mean-field approximation can be written as
GMFα (ω) =
1
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α − U
∑
α′ 6=α〈nα′〉
. (4.15)
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The LDOS can be expressed in terms of the mean-field Green’s function GMFα as
ρ(ω) = − 1
π
Tr Im (Gα(ω)) , (4.16)
where the trace accounts for the summation over all four internal degrees of freedom. The occupation number
of the state α is given by
〈nα〉 = 1
2
∫
dω ρα(ω) [fL(ω) + fR(ω)] (4.17)
for symmetric barriers.
There is an obstruction to evaluating the Green’s function GMFα (ω). The expression of G
MF
α (ω) depends
on the occupation configuration {〈nα〉} [see Eq. (4.15)], which, in turn, itself has to be calculated through
the Green’s function. This requires solving the Green’s function and the occupations simultaneously [see
Eq. (4.15) and (4.17)]. A self-consistent iterative algorithm is developed as shown below.
• Start with an initial value of 〈n0α〉 and calculate the Green’s function GMFα (ω) from Eq. (4.15).
• Calculate the value of 〈nα〉 from Eq. (4.17) with ρ(ω) given by Eq. (4.16).
• Compare the new occupation 〈nα〉 calculated from step (ii) with the initial guess 〈n0α〉. If the new one
〈nα〉 is not sufficiently close to the original guess, we revise our guess by
〈nnewα 〉 = 〈noldα 〉+ ε
(〈nα〉 − 〈noldα 〉) ,
where ε is a positive number less than 1.
• Repeat the iterative processes (i) − (iii) until the Green’s function GMFα (ω) yields the occupation
configuration {〈nα〉} which is sufficiently close to the previous input value within a predetermined
tolerance level.
The remaining question concerns how we could be able to give a reasonable initial guess of 〈n0α〉. Under
the deep-level assumption that the resonant level ǫα is deep well below the chemical potential µ, the LDOS
ρα(ω) in Eq. (4.16) is integrated up to its extreme right side of the tail. Therefore, we can choose 〈n0α〉 = 1
as a proper initial guess of the occupations in the self-consistent calculation.
For each internal state with finite U , we find that all single-particle resonances are shifted away from ǫα
to ǫα + U
∑
α′ 6=α〈nα′〉, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The imaginary part of self-energy Σ(0)α gives rise to the total
energy level broadening in the LDOS.
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Figure 4.2: Density of states ρ(ω) for TIQDs symmetrically coupled to two external leads with parameters
U = 0.1Γ and ǫα = ±2Γ. Two leads’ chemical potentials are set to be µL = µR = 8Γ. Under the mean-
field approximation, two distinct peaks are shifted away from the original resonances ±2Γ to the new ones
±2Γ∓ U〈n〉 in the LDOS.
The mean-field approximation is valid only when kBT or Γα is comparable to U , where Γα = π|Vkα|2ρ0 is
the hybridization strength between a TIQD and two external leads. The mean-field approximation provides
an acceptable description when U is small or temperature is high. However, in real experimental setups,
the on-site Coulomb interaction U is typically about the order of several meV , while both the hybridization
strength Γ and the temperature kBT are typically of the order of several µeV . Therefore, the mean-field
approximation discussed in this section does not even provide a qualitatively reliable scheme within the
regimes for most of the experimental setups. This requires us to obtain a theory beyond the mean-field
approximation, which we are going to discuss in the following.
4.3.2 Coulomb Blockade Regime
When the Coulomb interaction strength U between localized electrons exceeds both the temperature kBT
and the hybridization strength Γ, the Coulomb blockade effect is dominant in this regime provided that
T < TK . One has to truncate the EOM up to next-to-leading order in order to close Eq. (4.14). The
corresponding Green’s function is derived in Appendix C,
GCBα (ω) =
1−
∑
α′ 6=α
(
〈nα′ 〉
N
(α)
α′
)
ω − ǫα − Σ
(0)
α
+
∑
α′ 6=α
(
〈nα′ 〉
N
(α)
α′
)
ω − ǫα − UN
(α)
α′
−Σ
(0)
α
,
(4.18)
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where N
(α)
α′ ≡ 1 +
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉, and Σ(0)α (ω) =
∑
k∈L,R
|Vkα|2
ω−ǫk+iη is the self-energy term due to tunneling
of the α electrons into the leads. The Green’s function GCBα (ω) in the Coulomb blockade regime has four
resonances for each internal channel α. One of them is located at the resonant level ǫα weighted by the
probability factor 1 −∑α′ 6=α (〈nα′〉/N (α)α′ ), and the other three are shifted and located at ǫα + UN (α′)α
weighted by the probability factor 〈nα′〉/N (α
′)
α .
The Green’s function GCBα (ω) depends on both temperature and chemical potential through the occupa-
tion configuration {〈nα〉} in general. The occupations have to be computed via the self-consistent algorithm
with constraints 〈n1〉 = 〈n2〉 and 〈n3〉 = 〈n4〉, as discussed in the previous section. To determine a rea-
sonable guess of an initial 〈n0α〉, we assume that the resonant level ǫα of TIQDs is deep enough below the
chemical potential µ: |µ− ǫα| >> |ǫα|. We further assume that the occupations of four internal states are all
identical, i.e., 〈nα〉 ≡ 〈n〉 , ∀α = 1, 2, 3, 4, in order to accelerate the iterative processes in the self-consistent
computation. It is the Coulomb interaction energy U that dominates all the energy scales in this regime.
Therefore, only one single resonant level ǫα is occupied, while the energy levels of unoccupied states are
raised by UN . Double occupancy is energetically costly and hence is forbidden in the large U limit. All
unoccupied levels are pushed outside the chemical potential in this limit, and the occupied levels are the
only ones contributing to the occupations. This leads to an equation for the initial guess of the occupation
number 〈n0〉:
〈n0〉 = 1−
∑
α′ 6=α
〈n0〉
1 +
∑
β 6=α,α′〈n0〉
. (4.19)
The solution of Eq. (4.19) reads 〈n0〉 = 12
(√
3− 1). This solution turns out to work quite well as a
clever initial guess of the occupation configuration {〈nα〉} for the self-consistent algorithm. The occupations
will eventually converge to certain consistent values after several iterative steps. After obtaining the self-
consistent occupation numbers, the corresponding Green’s function in the Coulomb blockade regime can
be inferred through Eq. (4.18). Under the assumption that all the occupations are the same, three shifted
resonances ǫα + UN
(α′)
α (α′ 6= α) in GKα (ω) are degenerate to be one located at ǫα + U(1 + 2〈n〉) for each
index α. Therefore, one shall expect that the corresponding LDOS exhibits four split Coulomb peaks at
ω = ±|ǫ| and ω = ±|ǫ| + U(1 + 2〈n〉), respectively, when the hybridization strength Γ is not too strong
compared to the QD’s absolute energy level |ǫα|, as indicated in Fig. 4.3(a).
In principle, a four-peak structure should occur in the LDOS when all the occupation numbers are nearly
the same. However, only two peaks, split by the amount of UN , remain when the hybridization strength Γ
exceeds a critical value Γc ≈ |ǫα|, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). The suppression of peak numbers follows from the
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fact that the hybridization strength Γ characterizes the level broadening of each discrete eigenstate caused
by the coupling between the TIQD and two external leads. When the hybridization strength Γ is made to be
greater than Γc, the LDOS spreads out around the original resonant peaks due to the level broadening. As
a result, two peaks at ω = ±ǫ are merged together as well as the other two peaks located at ω = ±ǫ+UN .
We conclude that there exists a continuous crossover from a four-peak structure to a double-peak structure
in the LDOS as the hybridization strength Γ increases in the Coulomb blockade regime.
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Figure 4.3: Local density of states πΓρ(ω) vs energy ω in units of U in the Coulomb blockade regime with
the hybridization strength (a) Γ < Γc and (b) Γ > Γc. (a) The LDOS exhibits a quadruple-peak structure
at ǫ = ±0.2U and ǫ = ±0.2U + (1 + 2〈n〉)U in the weak coupling limit (Γ = 0.1U). The occupations 〈n〉
converge to 0.3670 via the self-consistent algorithm. (b) Four Coulomb peaks merge into a double-peak
structure when the hybridization strength Γ is above the critical value Γc ≈ 0.2U in the strong coupling
limit (Γ = 0.3U).
In summary, when Γ is relatively small compared to |ǫα|, we find that Coulomb peaks form pairs with large
interpair spacing (∼ UN ) and small intrapair spacing (∼ |ǫα|) within the Coulomb blockade regime. Two
intrapair peaks have comparable width and height, while the height of interpair peaks is usually different.
As the hybridization strength Γ is increased above the critical value Γc, the intrapair peaks merge together;
nevertheless, two interpair peaks still remain in the LDOS. Since electric conductance is proportional to the
LDOS at low temperatures, similar features should be expected to be observed in the electric conductance
measurement as well. The separation between the conductance’s interpair peaks is set by the large on-site
Coulomb interaction energy, whereas the separation between the intrapair peaks is determined by the QD’s
absolute energy level. In the Coulomb blockade regime, a transition from weak to strong coupling between
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localized and conduction electrons results in a crossover from a quadruple-peak structure to a double-peak
structure in the LDOS and electric conductance.
4.3.3 Kondo Effect Regime
In this section, our aim is to calculate the transport current through a TIQD as well as the corresponding
differential conductance via the self-consistent EOM method in the Kondo regime.
Renormalization Group Analysis
In the framework of the renormalization group (RG), high-energy degrees of freedom are successively inte-
grated out and one obtains a low-energy effective theory eventually. A poor man’s scaling approach based
on the RG analysis is applied to study the low-energy properties of Hamiltonian (4.11). The key idea is to
integrate out high-energy modes in the interval [D,D0], where the cutoff D might be the bandwidth of con-
duction electrons, and rescale all energies and fields appropriately to construct a new effective Hamiltonian
H(D). The RG method relies on the fact that all physical quantities should solely depend on the effective
low-energy scales such as the Kondo temperature TK . The band cutoff D should be irrelevant and does
not appear in any physically observable quantity. As a consequence, it is possible to absorb the cutoff D
into renormalized coupling constants by the requirement that physically observable quantities are invariant
under the RG rescaling, leading to the emergence of new energy scales.
First of all, the original Hamiltonian(4.11) can be rewritten as
H =
∑
α,k∈L,R
ǫkc
†
kαckα +
∑
α
ǫαc
†
αcα (4.20)
+
∑
α,k∈L,R
(
V c†αckα +H.c.
)
+
1
2
U
(
N − 1
2
)2
− 1
8
.
where N ≡ ∑4α=1 nα is the total number operator, and we assume that all internal degrees of freedom in
the TIQD are equally coupled to two external leads, i.e., Vk1 = Vk2 = Vk3 = Vk4 ≡ V .
We now investigate the limit of U → ∞. In this case, only one electron is accommodated in the whole
TIQD system. We obtain the following effective Kondo-type Hamiltonian after performing a Schriffer-Wolf
transformation [15],
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HK =
∑
α,k∈L,R
ǫkc
†
kαckα + J [S ·
(
Ψ†rσΨr
)
+
(
Ψ†rτΨr
) ·T+ S · (Ψ†rστΨr) ·T], (4.21)
where Ψ†k =
(
c†k1, c
†
k2, c
†
k3, c
†
k4
)
is the spinnor of the conduction electrons in two leads and Ψ†r ≡
∑
kΨ
†
k.
Similarly, the field operator for the TIQD is defined as Ψ†d ≡
(
c†1, c
†
2, c
†
3, c
†
4
)
. S is the spin operator for the
TIQD defined as S ≡ Ψ†dσΨd, while T ≡ Ψ†dτΨd defines the orbital pseudospin operator. σ (τ) are Pauli
matrices operating on the spin (pseudospin) space. The effective coupling constant J in the infinity U limit
is initially given by J = |V |
2
|µ−ǫd| and the corresponding scaling equation up to the second order in J reads
dJ
d lnD
= −4ρ˜0J2, (4.22)
where ρ˜0 is the DOS of external leads and D is the renormalization energy cutoff. The coupling constant
J exponentially flows into the strong coupling limit as the cutoff D is reduced. This reflects a fourfold
degeneracy among spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom. We notice that Hamiltonian (4.21) is the
renowned SU(4) Kondo Hamiltonian, where the spin and orbital pseudospin degrees of freedom are entangled
due to the presence of the third term in Eq. (4.21). Physically, the spin-orbital entanglement is realized
naturally in the TI system through its unique spin-orbital locking phenomena. It avoids the possible fine-
tuning requirement faced by the DQD and CNQD system. The corresponding Kondo temperature is given by
TK ≈ D exp (−1/4ρ˜0J). Similar results have been examined in carbon nanotube systems [70], vertical QDs
systems [83, 113], grain-dot systems [84], and parallel DQDs systems [27, 114, 115]. This discussion based
on the RG analysis demonstrates the existence of SU(4) Kondo states in the TIQD. In the next section, we
show that the LDOS and differential conductance would indicate the main features of spin-orbital Kondo
physics, which can be used as experimental probes to detect the spin-orbital Kondo effect in the TIQD
system.
Local Density of States and Differential Conductance
Before we start to calculate any relevant physical quantities, let us discuss several important characteristic
energy scales in the Kondo regime. The depth of a QD’s energy level ǫα relative to the chemical potential
µ is one of these characteristic scales. It is defined as ∆ǫdep ≡ |µ− ǫα|. One requirement of the emergence
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of Kondo physics is that the hybridization strength Γ has to be smaller than this energy scale ∆ǫdep.
Otherwise, localized electrons can spread from the QD into the leads without applying external voltage.
Charge quantization is completely lost even at zero temperature due to this spread-out effect. Therefore,
the condition Γ < ∆ǫdep has to be held in the Kondo regime. Another characteristic energy scale determining
the Kondo effect is the Kondo temperature: TK . The hybridization strength and on-site Coulomb interaction
give rise to the Kondo physics only if the temperature is comparable to or lower than the Kondo temperature,
i.e., kBT < kBTK . On the other hand, the hybridization strength Γ cannot be too small; otherwise, the
conduction electrons from the leads would be completely trapped in the QD and no transport would occur.
This requires Γ to be large enough to overcome the Kondo temperature kBTK . In summary, the characteristic
energy scales have a hierarchical structure: kBT < kBTK < Γ < ∆ǫdep in the Kondo physics regime. On-site
Coulomb repulsive interaction U is the last significant characteristic energy scale. In most experimental
setups, U ≈ 1meV and Γ ≈ 1 − 10µeV . It means that the on-site Coulomb interaction U is several orders
of magnitude larger than the hybridization strength Γ in reality and hence is the largest energy scale in the
Kondo regime. U is typically set to be infinity in theory in order to forbid possible double occupancy. This
limit is consistent with the vast majority of experimental setups for the QD systems.
As shown in the RG analysis, the Kondo temperature TK for the SU(4) Kondo-type model is enhanced
exponentially by a factor of 2, comparing to the conventional single-level SU(2) Anderson model. An
estimation for the Kondo temperature in the enhanced Kondo regime is TK ≈ De−π|µ−ǫα|/4Γα [see Eq. (4.22)],
where D is the bandwidth cutoff and Γα is the hybridization strength. In addition, we take the conduction
band of two symmetric leads to be flat with width 2W , so the DOS of two external leads is given by
ρ˜(ω) = ρ˜0 = 1/(2W ) for |ω| < W . Thus, the hybridization strength for each lead could be rewritten as
Γ
L/R
α (ω) = 2π
∑
k∈L/R |Vkα|2δ(ω − ǫkα) = 2πρ˜0|Vkα|2. It is convenient to redefine a modified hybridization
strength as Γα = Γ
L
αΓ
R
α/
(
ΓLα + Γ
R
α
)
= πρ˜0|Vkα|2, serving as a unit of energy in the following discussion.
The LDOS of TIQDs can be calculated via the nonequilibrium Green’s function [see Eq. (4.16)]. We
combine the EOMmethod and the self-consistent algorithm to calculate a consistent Green’s function GK(ω)
in the Kondo regime as shown in Appendix D. Numerical computations based on the nonequilibrium Green’s
function have been extremely useful to present a quantitative reliable picture of low temperature, nonequilib-
rium transport through a QD [111, 65, 112, 70]. In this section, we derive a nonequilibrium Green’s function
based on the self-consistent EOM method to produce the LDOS and nonlinear differential conductance in
the Kondo regime. The full nonequilibrium Green’s function is given by Eq. (D.10) as derived in Appendix
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B. In the infinite-U limit, it can be simplified and reduced to the form
GKα (ω) =
1−∑α′ 6=α 〈nα′ 〉N (α)
α′
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α −
∑
α′ 6=α
1
N
(α)
α′
Σ˜
(2)
α′α
,
with
Σ(0)α (ω) =
∑
k∈L,R
|Vkα|2
ω − ǫk + iη ,
Σ˜
(2)
α′α(ω) =
∑
k∈L,R
|Vkα′ |2fkα′
ω − ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk + iη , (4.23)
where fkα′ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution in the left/right lead. The overall amplitude of the nonequilibrium
Green’s function GKα (ω) is proportional to the factor 1−
∑
α′ 6=α
〈nα′〉
N
(α)
α′
, where 〈nα′〉 is the occupation numbers
of internal channels other than α, and N
(α)
α′ ≡ 1 +
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉.
As discussed in the previous section, the occupations have to be computed using the self-consistent
algorithm along with the nonequilibrium Green’s function, Eq. (4.23). Under the same assumption as in the
last section, the initial guess of the occupation numbers can be chosen as 〈n0α〉 = 12 (
√
3− 1). After obtaining
the final convergent occupation numbers through the iterative process, the corresponding Green’s function
Eq. (4.23) can be automatically computed without any ambiguity.
The terms Σ
(0)
α (ω) and Σ˜
(2)
α′α(ω) in Eq. (4.23) are the self-energies due to the coupling to the leads. The
locations of Kondo resonances are totally determined by the poles of Green’s function. Since Re{Σ(0)α (ω)} =
0, the self-energy Σ
(0)
α (ω) has no contribution to the poles. It is the other self-energy term, Σ˜
(2)
α′α(ω),
that gives rise to the Kondo resonances in the nonequilibrium LDOS. Because the Fermi-Dirac distribution
fkα′ has an abrupt change near the chemical potential µL,R at low temperature, Re{Σ˜(2)α′α(ω)} has single-
particle resonances, which are logarithmically divergent at ω = µL,R and ω = µL,R + 2ǫα. It produces
the Kondo resonances in the LDOS near those energies. The equilibrium LDOS for each internal channel
α: ρα(ω) = − 1π Im
(
GKα (ω)
)
displays a double-peak structure. One peak is located at chemical potential
µ = µL = µR, and another is shifted away from the chemical potential by 2ǫα. The peak moves downwards
for those negative energy states (α = 1, 2) and upwards for those positive energy states (α = 3, 4), as shown
in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b). As a bias voltage ∆µ is applied, two Kondo peaks are split into pairs, leading to
a quadruple-peak structure exhibited in the nonequilibrium LDOS. In this case, two original Kondo peaks
in the equilibrium LDOS are further split into pairs spaced by the chemical potential difference ∆µ. For
each state index α, four Kondo peaks appear near ω = µL,R and ω = µL,R + 2ǫα as shown in Figs. 4.4(c)
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and 4.4(d). A new energy scale, the Kondo peak broadening ∆b, emerges. The size of ∆b is about the same
magnitude as the Kondo temperature kBTK , which can serve as a practical tool to determine the Kondo
temperature experimentally.
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Figure 4.4: Local density of states πΓρα(ω) for a TIQD symmetrically coupled to two external leads with
the chemical potential µL and µR in the limit of U →∞. The TIQD is prepared to have four internal states
with levels ǫ1,2 = −Γ and ǫ3,4 = Γ. Temperature is set to be T = 0.01Γ, while the Kondo temperature is
roughly estimated to be TK ≈ 0.08Γ. Panels (a) and (b) display the equilibrium (µL = µR = 10Γ) LDOS for
negative levels ǫα=1,2 (a) and positive levels ǫα=3,4 (b). It exhibits a double-peak structure at ω = 10Γ and
ω = 9Γ for (a) and at ω = 10Γ and ω = 11Γ for (b). Panels (c) and (d) are the nonequilibrium LDOS for
negative energy states (c) and positive energy states (d). Four Kondo peaks emerge in the nonequilibrium
LDOS. Two of them are located at each lead’s chemical potential: µL = 10Γ, µR = 10.5Γ (arrows 1 and
2), and the other two peaks are shifted either downwards from the chemical potential by −2Γ (= −2|ǫα|)
[arrows 3 and 4 in (c)] or upwards from the chemical potential by 2Γ (= 2|ǫα|) [arrows 5 and 6 in (d)].
Our goal is to calculate the electric current I through the TIQD. I can be expressed in terms of the
nonequilibrium Green’s function and the Fermi-Dirac distribution. An exact expression for I follows from
the Keldysh formalism [116],
I =
e
~
∑
α
∫
dω (fL(ω)− fR(ω)) Γα(ω)
(
− 1
π
ImGKα (ω)
)
,
(4.24)
where Γα(ω) = πρ0|Vkα|2, and fL/R(ω) ≡ f(ω−µL/R) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for left/right
lead with µL = µR+∆µ. The differential conductance σd is sequentially defined as differentiating the current
I with respect to the applied bias voltage ∆µ: σd ≡ e dId∆µ . σd is an experimentally observable quantity and
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can be used as a means of detection to Kondo physics.
The nonlinear differential conductance σd exhibits a triple-peak structure for temperatures below the
Kondo temperature kBTK , as shown in Fig. 4.5. This can be explained intuitively through the so called
”matching mechanism.” As discussed previously, Kondo resonances are located at ω = µL,R and ω =
µL,R ± 2|ǫα| in the nonequilibrium LDOS. The differential conductance σd is enhanced if and only if three
Kondo peaks in the left lead’s LDOS match the other three peaks in the right lead’s LDOS. Accordingly, a
triple-peak structure appears in the differential conductance at ∆µ = 0 and ∆µ = ±2|ǫα|, respectively. As
the chemical potential is shifted away from the Kondo peaks, the differential conductance σd falls off rapidly
once the mismatch between two external leads exceeds the Kondo peak broadening ∆b. This means that the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the differential conductance linewidth should have the same order of
magnitude as the peak broadening ∆b of the LDOS. The triple-peak structure in the differential conductance
disappears as the temperature is raised above the Kondo temperature due to the complete destruction of
Kondo states when T > TK , as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4.5. The experimental observation of this
triple-peak structure in the differential conductance was reported recently in parallel DQD systems when
the orbital degeneracy is artificially lifted [94].
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Figure 4.5: Differential conductance as a function of the applied bias voltage ∆µ in units of e2/h via the
EOM method for the temperatures above TK (solid line) and below TK (dashed line). When ∆µ is adjusted
so that the Kondo peaks in the left lead’s DOS coincides with those in the right lead’s DOS, the differential
conductance σd is enhanced. It shows a triple-peak structure at ∆µ = 0 and ∆µ = ±2|ǫα| = ±2Γ (solid
line). When the temperature is raised above the Kondo temperature TK , the triple-peak structure in the
differential conductance disappears, as shown by the dashed line.
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Next we provide a more rigorous theoretical treatment of differential conductance and demonstrate that
the differential conductance σd is closely related to the summation of LDOS over all four internal conduction
channels. Hence, the peak structure in the differential conductance is determined by the corresponding peak
structure in the LDOS. In particular, the zero-temperature current I can be calculated as an integral of
LDOS over the interval [µR, µL], weighted by the hybridization strength Γα(ω). Therefore, we can obtain an
exact expression for the differential conductance in terms of the single-particle LDOS in the zero-temperature
limit:
σd =
e2
h
2πΓ
∫
dω
(
−∂f(ω − µR −∆µ)
∂ω
)∑
α
ρα(ω).
(4.25)
We notice that −∂f(ω)∂ω becomes a Dirac δ function when T → 0, so we can rewrite Eq. (4.25) as
σT=0d (∆µ)
∼= e
2
h
2πΓ
∑
α
ρα(µR +∆µ). (4.26)
Equation (4.26) connects the nonlinear differential conductance at zero temperature to the summation of
LDOS over four internal degrees of freedom. In this limit, the peak structure of the differential conductance
depends on the value of the corresponding LDOS at µR +∆µ, leading to a condition for the peak structure
of the differential conductance:
µR +∆µ = µR,L, µR,L ± 2|ǫα|. (4.27)
Three cases need to be discussed separately.
Case (1): µR +∆µ = µL. This condition is trivially satisfied. It illustrates the existence of the overall
background conductance in σd, which is independent of the applied bias voltage ∆µ.
Case (2): µR +∆µ = µL ± 2|ǫα|. There is no solution that can be found in this case.
Case (3): µR+∆µ = µR or µR±2|ǫα|. This is the most interesting condition, where three solutions exist:
∆µ = 0,±2|ǫα|. These three solutions correspond exactly to the locations of the three peaks built upon the
background conductance in σd, as depicted in Fig. 4.5. The result agrees with our intuitive argument as well
as the general numerical calculation. Although the analysis is performed in the zero-temperature limit, the
triple-peak structure still preserves for temperatures below the Kondo temperature TK .
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This discussion demonstrates the existence of spin-orbital Kondo states in TIQD systems. One of the
advantages of such devices is that it can potentially avoid the fine-tuning between intradot and interdot
charging energies in DQDs or the fine tuning between spin and wrapping modes in CNQDs. We also prove
that the differential conductance σd, as an experimental measurable quantity, indicates the principal features
of spin-orbital Kondo effect. The fact that the spin-orbital Kondo states can be observed in TIQD systems
as a triple-peak structure in the nonlinear differential conductance is important, since it could serve as a
means of experimental detection of spin-orbital Kondo physics.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we investigate the nonequilibrium transport properties of TIQDs in the Coulomb blockade
and Kondo regime. An Anderson-type model, which describes the low-temperature transport properties
through a QD, is derived. We illustrate that the corresponding Anderson impurity Hamiltonian realizes
the spin-orbital Kondo effect due to the intrinsic spin-orbital entanglement in TI materials. We conclude
that TIQDs can be used to study the spin-orbital Kondo effect in addition to conventional DQD or CNQD
systems.
We demonstrate that the mean-field approximation is not applicable to the energy scales related to the
Coulomb blockade or Kondo regime. A continuous crossover of peak structures controlled by the hybridiza-
tion strength is found in the Coulomb blockade regime. As the hybridization strength Γ is raised above a
critical value Γc, the intrapair peaks are merged together so that only two interpair peaks remain in the
LDOS. A transition from a quadruple-peak to a double-peak structure occurs when the hybridization strength
Γ increases. A similar crossover phenomena is also expected to be observed in the transport measurements
in the Coulomb blockade regime. For temperatures below the Kondo temperature TK , we have shown the
emergence of four Kondo peaks in the nonequilibrium LDOS for each conduction channel α. Two of them
are located at the chemical potential µL/R, while the other two peaks are shifted away from the chemical
potential by the amount of 2ǫα. This result leads to the experimental prediction of a triple-peak structure in
the differential conductance σd provided that the energy hierarchy kBT < kBTK < Γ < ∆ǫdep ≪ U is satis-
fied. The triple-peak feature vanishes when the temperature is high enough to break the spin-orbital Kondo
states. In contrast to conventional DQD or CNQD systems, no fine-tuning of experimental parameters is
necessary in TIQD setups in order to realize the SU(4) Kondo effect. Therefore, TIQD systems provide a
more controllable platform to investigate the spin-orbital Kondo effect.
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An interesting issue not discussed in this chapter is the Kondo physics in TIQD systems when a finite
magnetic filed is applied. Since the symmetry protected edge states are no longer stable in the presence of
an external magnetic field, we expect a totally different transport behavior in comparison with the usual
DQD or CNQD systems. This study is just the first step in understanding the spin-orbital Kondo physics
associated with TIQDs. Further investigations regarding the spin-orbital Kondo effect in TIQDs under an
external magnetic field are demanded for future research.
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Appendix A
Anderson Impurity Model
In this appendix, we show that the model Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1) used in Chapter 2 is the low energy content
of the Anderson impurity model in which double occupancy of electrons on the local impurity is not energetic
favorable. We consider the Anderson impurity Hamiltonian
H =
∑
k,α
ǫkαα
†
kααkα +
∑
kσ
(Vkd
†
σakσ + h.c.) + ǫdd
†
σdσ + Ud
†
↑d↑d
†
↓d↓, (A.1)
where operators α†kα defined in Eq. (2.2) create quasi-particles with energy ǫkα while the operators d
†
σ create
electrons of spin σ on the local magnetic impurity and U is an on-site Coulomb interaction experienced by
the impurity state.
Next we decompose the total wavefunctions of the Anderson impurity Hamiltonian into three subspaces
labeling by the occupancy number of the impurity site: |Ψ〉 = |Ψ0〉+ |Ψ1〉+ |Ψ2〉. Under this decomposition,
the Hamiltonian can be rewritten in the form
∑2
n=0Hmn|Ψn〉 = E|Ψm〉, where Hmn = PmHPn and Pm
projects the Hamiltonian onto the subspace with m electrons on the magnetic impurity. The projected
Hamiltonian matrix elements are
H00 =
∑
k,α
ǫkαα
†
kααkα,
H11 =
∑
k,α
ǫkαα
†
kααkα + ǫd,
H22 =
∑
k,α
ǫkαα
†
kααkα + ǫd + U,
H10 =
∑
k,σ
Vkd
†
σ(1− d†σ¯dσ¯)akσ = H†01,
H21 =
∑
k,σ
Vkd
†
σd
†
σ¯dσ¯akσ = H
†
12,
H20 = H02 = 0, (A.2)
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where σ¯ means the opposite spin direction of spin σ.
We are interested in the effect of excitations from the |Ψ1〉 subspace, therefore we can eliminate |Ψ0〉 and
|Ψ2〉 from the equation
∑2
n=0H1n|Ψn〉 = E|Ψ1〉. The equation of |Ψ1〉 can be written as
(
H10
1
E −H00H01 +H11 +H12
1
E −H22H21
)
|Ψ1〉 = E|Ψ〉. (A.3)
Under low energy approximation ǫk << U , we approximate the operator expressions in Eq. (A.3) up to
the leading order in U−1 and neglect all higher order terms. It gives
H12
1
E −H22H21|Ψ1〉 = −
∑
kk′σσ′
V ∗k a
†
kσd
†
σ¯dσ¯dσ
1
U + ǫd
(
1− E −H00
U + ǫd
)−1
Vk′d
†
σ′d
†
σ¯′dσ¯′ak′σ′ |Ψ1〉
≈
∑
kk′σσ′
Vk′V
∗
k
U + ǫd
(∑
σσ′
a†kσσσσ′ak′σ′ · S −
1
2
∑
σ
a†kσak′σ
)
|Ψ1〉, (A.4)
and
H10
1
E −H00H01|Ψ1〉 =
∑
kk′σσ′
V ∗k a
†
kσ(1− d†σ¯dσ¯)dσ
1
ǫd
(
1 +
E −H00 − ǫd
ǫd
)−1
Vk′d
†
σ′ (1− d†σ¯′dσ¯′ )ak′σ′ |Ψ1〉
≈ −
∑
kk′σσ′
Vk′V
∗
k
ǫd
(∑
σσ′
a†kσσσσ′ak′σ′ · S +
1
2
∑
σ
a†kσak′σ
)
|Ψ1〉, (A.5)
where we use the identity
∑
σσ′ a
†
kσak′σ′d
†
σ′dσ =
∑
σσ′ a
†
kσσσσ′ak′σ′ ·S+ 12
∑
σ a
†
kσak′σ and S ≡
∑
σσ′ d
†
σσσσ′dσ′
is the spin of the electron on the magnetic impurity state.
Substituting the Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (A.5) back to Eq. (A.3), we obtain an effective Hamiltonian
Heff =
∑
kα
ǫkαα
†
kααkα +
∑
kk′
[
Jkk′
∑
σσ′
a†kσσσσ′ak′σ′ · S +Kkk′
∑
σ
a†kσak′σ
]
, (A.6)
where Jkk′ = Vk′V
∗
k
[
1
U+ǫd
− 1ǫd
]
and Kkk′ = −Vk′V
∗
k
2
[
1
U+ǫd
+ 1ǫd
]
. If the coupling between electron and
impurity Vk is isotropic and is a constant, then the Kkk′ term of effective Hamiltonian is just a constant
shift of the single particle energy, thus can be ignored. Then effective Hamiltonian of Anderson impurity
model (A.6) is the model Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1) used in the main context of Chapter 2.
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Appendix B
Renormalization Group Calculation
In this Appendix, we present the detailed calculation of RG Eqs. (2.21) based on Hamiltonian (2.20) with
anisotropic antiferromagnetic interaction. Rewriting the Hamiltonian (2.20) in term of quasi-particle basis
as defined in Eq. (2.2), we obtain
H ′ =
1
4V ~
∑
kk′
{ JzSz[(ei(θk−θk′) − 1)α†1kα1k′ + (1− e−i(θk−θk′ ))α†2kα2k′
−(eiθk + eiθk′ )α†1kα2k′ − (e−iθk + e−iθk′ )α†2kα1k′ ]
+J+S+
[
e−iθk′α†1kα1k′ − e−iθkα†2kα2k′ − α†1kα2k′ + e−i(θk+θk′)α†2kα1k′
]
+J−S−
[
eiθkα†1kα1k′ − eiθk′α†2kα2k′ + ei(θk+θk′ )α†1kα2k′ − α†2kα1k′
]
}.
(B.1)
Due to the particle-hole symmetry, the RG calculation for incoming state ′1′ ( positive energy state ) is
equivalent to that for incoming state ′2′ ( negative energy state ). There are totally 24 Feynman diagrams
associated with second order perturbative RG calculation for incoming state ′1′ as shown in Fig. B.1. Eight of
them contribute to modification of coupling constant Jz, another eight of them contribute to the modification
of coupling constant J+, and the remaining diagrams contribute to the modification of coupling constant
J−.
We only present the calculation of Feynman diagram (a) with intermediate state ′1′ in Fig. B.1. All else
Feynman diagrams’ calculation are similar. Because the impurity spin is unchanged in diagram (a), this will
lead to a renormalization correction of the longitudinal coupling constant Jz, which gives
J+J−(eiθk)(e−iθ
′
k)
∑
q
S−
4V ~
α†1kα1q
1
E − Hˆ0
∑
q′
S+
4V ~
α†1q′α1k′ . (B.2)
Integrating the high energy degrees of freedom out, we restrict the summation over the states within energy
range δD from the top band. By moving the right-most creation and annihilation operators through the
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Figure B.1: Feynman diagrams associated with second order RG calculations based on Hamiltonian (2.20)
with anisotropic antiferromagnetic interaction. The intermediate state can be either state ’1’ or state ’2’.
operator 1/(E − Hˆ0) to the left-most in Eq. (B.2), restricting the summation on q′ over the states within
δD from the top of the band, and setting ǫq = D, Eq. (B.2) can be simplified to
J+J−ei(θk−θk′ )
(4V ~)2
ρ(µ)|δD|(~
2
2
− ~Sz)α†1kα1k′(E −D + ǫk′ − Hˆ0)−1. (B.3)
We further approximate Hˆ0 up to zeroth order ( Hˆ0 ≈ E ) because expression (B.3) is already in second
order. Moreover, we ignore ǫk′ term under the assumption that energy cut-off scale D is much larger than
ǫk′ ≈ µ. Then the expression can be further simplified to
J+J−
(4V ~)2
ei(θk−θk′)ρ(µ)
δD
D
(~2/2− ~Sz)α†1kα1k′ , (B.4)
where δD is negative.
Diagram (c) in Fig. B.1 can be calculated in the same way, which leads to the result of
J+J−
(4V ~)2
ρ(µ)
δD
D
(~2/2 + ~Sz)α
†
1kα1k′ . (B.5)
Expression combined by Eq. (B.4) and Eq. (B.5) has the same structure as the term proportional to
Szα
†
1kα1k′ in Hamiltonian (B.1). Considering all Feynman diagrams (a)-(d) together, the RG correction to
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the coupling constant Jz reads
δJz =
1
2
J+J−ρ(µ)
|δD|
D
, (B.6)
which is the first equation in RG Eqs. (2.21). All other diagrams can be calculated in a similar manner.
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Appendix C
Green’s Function within Coulomb
Blockade Regime
In this section, we present a derivation of the Green’s function GCB(ω) within the Coulomb blockade regime.
We start from Eq. (4.14) and notice that the expression of Eq. (4.14) is not closed yet because of the presence
of a triple-product operator: c†α′(t)cα′ (t)cα(t). Therefore, we differentiate the triple-product operator with
respect to time in order to close the EOM. The final result is given by
i~
∂
∂t
(
c
†
α′
cα′cα
)
= −
(
−i~
∂c
†
α′
∂t
)
cα′cα + c
†
α′
(
i~
∂cα′
∂t
)
cα + c
†
α′
cα′
(
i~
∂cα
∂t
)
= ǫαc
†
α′
cα′cα +
∑
k∈L,R
(
−V ∗kα′c
†
kα′
cα′cα + Vkα′c
†
α′
ckα′cα + Vkαc
†
α′
cα′ckα
)
+ U
∑
β 6=α
c
†
α′
cα′cαc
†
β
cβ
≈

ǫα + U + U

 ∑
β 6=α,α′
〈nβ〉



 c†
α′
cα′cα +
∑
k∈L,R
(
Vkαc
†
α′
cα′ckα
)
, (C.1)
where we ignore the contributions coming from terms c†kα′cα′cα and c
†
α′ckα′cα (notice α 6= α′) up to the
first-order approximation. The Fourier transform of Eq. (C.1) reads

ω − ǫα − U

1 + ∑
β 6=α,α′
〈nβ〉



F{c†α′cα′cα}(ω) = ∑
k∈L,R
VkαF{c†α′cα′ckα}(ω), (C.2)
where F{...} represents the Fourier transform of any operator inside the curly bracket.
Equation (C.2) still does not close the EOM because of the presence of another triple-product term
c†α′cα′ckα. Hence, one has to further take the time derivative over this triple-product:
i~
∂
∂t
(
c
†
α′
cα′ckα
)
= −
(
−i~
∂c
†
α′
∂t
)
cα′ckα + c
†
α′
(
i~
∂cα′
∂t
)
ckα + c
†
α′
cα′
(
i~
∂ckα
∂t
)
= (ǫk − iη)c
†
α′
cα′ckα +
∑
k′∈L,R
(
−V ∗k′α′c
†
k′α′
cα′ckα + Vk′α′c
†
α′
ck′α′ckα
)
+ V ∗kαc
†
α′
cα′cα + Skαc
†
α′
cα′
≈ (ǫk − iη)c
†
α′
cα′ckα + V
∗
kαc
†
α′
cα′cα + 〈nα′ 〉Skα. (C.3)
The Fourier transform of Eq. (C.3) gives
F{c†α′cα′ckα}(ω) =
V ∗kα
ω − ǫk + iηF{c
†
α′cα′cα}(ω) + 〈nα′〉c(0)kα (ω). (C.4)
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Substituting Eq. (C.4) into Eq. (C.2), a closed form is finally obtained as
F{c†α′cα′cα}(ω) =
〈nα′〉
ω − ǫα − U
(
1 +
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉
)
− Σ(0)α
Sα. (C.5)
Plugging Eq. (C.5) into the original Eq. (4.14), one obtains the Green’s function in the Coulomb blockade
regime as
Gα(ω)
CB =
(
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α
)−1 1 + ∑
α′ 6=α
U〈nα′〉
ω − ǫα − U
(
1 +
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉
)
− Σ(0)α


=
1−∑α′ 6=α
(
〈nα′〉
N
(α)
α′
)
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α
+
∑
α′ 6=α
(
〈nα′ 〉
N
(α)
α′
)
ω − ǫα − UN (α)α′ − Σ(0)α
, (C.6)
where N
(α)
α′ ≡ 1 +
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉.
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Appendix D
Green’s Function within Kondo
Regime
We derive the Green’s function in the Kondo regime in this section. We start from Eq. (4.14) and apply
the EOM method up to the second-order approximation. The EOM method is based on the Heisenberg
equation, and in this case it consists of differentiating the triple-product operator c†α′cα′cα with respect to
time. A series of operator-product terms is generated and has to be approximated to certain order in order
to close the EOM eventually. Higher-order approximation is required in order for the emergence of Kondo
physics. First of all, we take the time derivative over the triple-product operator c†α′cα′cα:
i~
∂
∂t
(
c
†
α′
cα′cα
)
= −
(
−i~
∂c
†
α′
∂t
)
cα′cα + c
†
α′
(
i~
∂cα′
∂t
)
cα + c
†
α′
cα′
(
i~
∂cα
∂t
)
= ǫαc
†
α′
cα′cα +
∑
k∈L,R
(
−V ∗kα′c
†
kα′
cα′cα + Vkα′c
†
α′
ckα′cα + Vkαc
†
α′
cα′ckα
)
+ U
∑
β 6=α
c
†
α′
cα′cαc
†
β
cβ
≈

ǫα + U + U

 ∑
β 6=α,α′
〈nβ〉



 c†
α′
cα′cα +
∑
k∈L,R
(
−V ∗kα′c
†
kα′
cα′cα + Vkα′c
†
α′
ckα′cα + Vkαc
†
α′
cα′ckα
)
,
(D.1)
where the contributions from terms c†kα′cα′cα and c
†
α′ckα′cα are kept in this case. The Fourier transform of
Eq. (D.1) can be written as

ω − ǫα − U

1 + ∑
β 6=α,α′
〈nβ〉



F{c†α′cα′cα}
=
∑
k∈L,R
(
−V ∗kα′F{c†kα′cα′cα}+ Vkα′F{c†α′ckα′cα}+ VkαF{c†α′cα′ckα}
)
.
(D.2)
In order to close the EOM, we have to further take the time derivatives over the remaining operator-
product terms c†kα′cα′cα, c
†
α′ckα′cα, and c
†
α′cα′ckα, respectively. We have already obtained the Fourier
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transform F{c†α′cα′ckα} from Appendix C as shown in Eq. (C.4):
F{c†α′cα′ckα}(ω) =
V ∗kα
ω − ǫk + iηF{c
†
α′cα′cα}(ω) + 〈nα′〉c(0)kα (ω). (D.3)
The time derivatives over the other two operator-product terms appearing in Eq. (D.2) are given by
i~
∂
∂t
(
c†kα′cα′cα
)
= −
(
−i~∂c
†
kα′
∂t
)
cα′cα + c
†
kα′
(
i~
∂cα′
∂t
)
cα + c
†
kα′cα′
(
i~
∂cα
∂t
)
= (ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk − iη) c†kα′cα′cα − Vkα′c†α′cα′cα
+
∑
k′∈L,R
(
Vk′α′c
†
kα′ck′α′cα + Vk′αc
†
kα′cα′ck′α
)
+
∑
β 6=α′
Uc†kα′c
†
βcβcα′cα +
∑
β 6=α
Uc†kα′cα′c
†
βcβcα − S∗kα′cα′cα
≈

ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk + U + 2U ∑
β 6=α,α′
〈nβ〉 − iη

 c†kα′cα′cα
−Vkα′c†α′cα′cα + Vkα′fkα′cα, (D.4)
where fkα′ is the unperturbed Fermi-Dirac distribution for the leads, and
i~
∂
∂t
(
c†α′ckα′cα
)
= −
(
−i~∂c
†
α′
∂t
)
ckα′cα + c
†
α′
(
i~
∂ckα′
∂t
)
cα + c
†
α′ckα′
(
i~
∂cα
∂t
)
= (ǫα − ǫα′ + ǫk − iη) c†α′ckα′cα
+
∑
k∈L,R
(
Vk′αc
†
α′ckα′ck′α − V ∗k′α′c†k′α′ckα′cα
)
+ V ∗kα′c
†
α′cα′cα
−
∑
β 6=α′
Uc†α′c
†
βcβckα′cα +
∑
β 6=α
Uc†α′ckα′c
†
βcβcα + Skα′c
†
α′cα
≈ (ǫα − ǫα′ + ǫk − iη) c†α′ckα′cα − V ∗kα′fkα′cα + V ∗kα′c†α′cα′cα. (D.5)
Then the Fourier transforms of Eqs. (D.4) and (D.5) can be written as
F{c†kα′cα′cα}(ω) = −
Vkα′
ω − ǫα − ǫα′ + ǫk − U
(
1 + 2
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉
)
+ iη
F{c†α′cα′cα}(ω)
+
Vkα′fkα′
ω − ǫα − ǫα′ + ǫk − U
(
1 + 2
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉
)
+ iη
cα(ω) (D.6)
and
F{c†α′ckα′cα}(ω) =
V ∗kα′
ω − ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk + iηF{c
†
α′cα′cα}(ω)−
V ∗kα′fkα′
ω − ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk + iη cα(ω). (D.7)
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Substituting Eqs. (D.3), (D.6), and (D.7) into Eq. (D.2), we obtain a closed form,
F{c†α′cα′cα}(ω) = −
Σ
(2)
α′α
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α − UN (α)α′ − Σ(1)α′α
cα(ω) +
〈nα′〉
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α − UN (α)α′ − Σ(1)α′α
Sα, (D.8)
where the self-energy terms are defined as
Σ(0)α (ω) =
∑
k∈L,R
|Vkα|2
ω − ǫk + iη ,
Σ
(1)
α′α(ω) =
∑
k∈L,R

 |Vkα′ |2
ω − ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk + iη +
|Vkα′ |2
ω − ǫα − ǫα′ + ǫk − U
(
1 + 2
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉
)
+ iη

 ,
Σ
(2)
α′α(ω) =
∑
k∈L,R

 |Vkα′ |2fkα′
ω − ǫα + ǫα′ − ǫk + iη +
|Vkα′ |2fkα′
ω − ǫα − ǫα′ + ǫk − U
(
1 + 2
∑
β 6=α,α′〈nβ〉
)
+ iη

 .
(D.9)
Finally, we substitute Eq. (D.8) back into Eq. (4.14), so we obtain the full Green’s function within the
Kondo regime:
GKα (ω) =

ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α + U ∑
α′ 6=α
Σ
(2)
α′α
ω − ǫα −Σ
(0)
α − UN
(α)
α′
− Σ
(1)
α′α


−1
1 + U ∑
α′ 6=α
〈nα′ 〉
ω − ǫα − Σ
(0)
α − UN
(α)
α′
−Σ
(1)
α′α


=
1−
∑
α′ 6=α
〈nα′ 〉
N
(α)
α′
ω − ǫα − Σ
(0)
α + U
∑
α′ 6=α Σ
(2)
α′α
(
ω − ǫα − Σ
(0)
α − UN
(α)
α′
−Σ
(1)
α′α
)−1
+
∑
α′ 6=α
〈nα′ 〉
N
(α)
α′
ω − ǫα −Σ
(0)
α − UN
(α)
α′
− U
(
N
(α)
α′
Σ
(1)
α′α
− Σ
(3)
α′α
)(
ω − ǫα −Σ
(0)
α − Σ
(1)
α′α
)−1 , (D.10)
where the self-energy Σ
(3)
α′α(ω) is defined as
Σ
(3)
α′α(ω) =
∑
β 6=α
Σ
(2)
βα(ω)
(
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α − UN (α)α′ − Σ(1)α′α
ω − ǫα − Σ(0)α − UN (α)β − Σ(1)βα
)
. (D.11)
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